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Long-term consequences of political imprisonment and torture in Estonia 

 
 
 
“During the first five years I had hoped to escape, the last five years I counted the days to my 

release.”  

 

“We continued our fight in prison or punishment cells. Even though the conditions were degrading, 

we would not allow them to break our spirits. We terrorized the guards, and we stayed together.” 

 

“I hoped to survive; I knew that I had only one life.” 

 

“I was ready to die if I had been given enough to eat just once". 

 

“The conditions in the prison camps were actually more bearable than the persecution of the KGB 

and the discrimination by others after prison release.” 

 

A nightmare: “I‘m taken to a boxing ring, surrounded by eight checkists 1. 2 are standing to my 

right, 2 to my left, 2 behind me and 2 in front of me. The arena seats surrounding me are empty. I 

am watching everything from somewhere above. They interrogate but I do not answer. The boxing 

ring is lit up by spotlights pointing from different directions. They bring my older son into the ring, 

tied up with ropes. One of the checkists stands before him and starts beating him, while the others 

are questioning me.” 

 

 “Gulag taught me a lesson, for example how not to complain, and how to cope with pain and 

illness. I learned that money is not all that important and realized who my real friends were.” 

 
 

 Quotations from Estonian former political prisoners 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
1  KGB co-workers 
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Abstract 
 

 

The present study aims to examine long-term consequences of political repression during the 

Soviet occupation of Estonia. Psychopathological variables such as diagnoses of posttraumatic 

stress disorder (PTSD) and major depression as well as positive results -conceptualized as 

‘posttraumatic growth‘ - were assessed in this study. Assessment of factors related to onset and 

retention of PTSD symptoms included individual characteristics, objective and subjective detention-

related variables, lifetime exposure to traumatic events and aspects of environment after 

imprisonment. In addition, satisfaction with current reparation services in the Republic of Estonia 

was explored. 

 The sample consisted of a group of former political prisoners (N = 33, mean age 78.5 years)  

who had been arrested during the second Soviet occupation in Estonia (1944-1991). The 

participants were selected through organizations for former political prisoners. PTSD and major 

depression were assessed by means of a structured clinical interview (CIDI). Self-rating measures 

were used to assess the traumatic conditions during imprisonment, rate level of disclosure about 

traumatic experiences, measure satisfaction with reparation services and determine posttraumatic 

growth. 

 Lifetime PTSD was diagnosed in 9.4 % of  participants, current PTSD in 3.1 % and current 

depression in 9.4 %  of the sample. The strongest predictor for current and lifetime PTSD 

symptoms was the perceived life threat during imprisonment. Persecution after release also 

predicted the maintenence of PTSD symptoms. Higher age of participants, higher frequency of 

traumatic encounters, political activity of the participants prior to arrest and disclosure about 

traumatic events were related to higher PTSD symptom level. The overall satisfaction with 

reparation as well as the posttraumatic growth index was high in this sample.  

 These findings suggest that the long-term psychological consequences of political 

imprisonment which persist into old age are related to a number of factors. The possible reasons for 

low rates of PTSD in this sample are discussed in the context of PTSD risk factors with emphasis 

given to the possible role of psychological preparedness, disclosure and social support. Limitations 

concerning recruitment bias, long-term interval between imprisonment and data collection and 

cross-sectional nature of the study are also discussed.  
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Zusammenfassung 

 

Die vorliegende Studie untersuchte die langfristigen Folgen der politischen Repressionen 

der sowjetischen Okkupation in Estland. Gemessen wurden psychopathologische Variablen wie 

Diagnosen der Posttraumatischen Belastungsstörung (PTBS) und Major Depression sowie positive 

Folgeerscheinungen konzipiert als posttraumatische Reifung. Im Zusammenhang mit dem Auftreten 

und der Aufrechterhaltung der PTBS Symptome wurden die soziodemographischen Merkmale, 

objektive und subjektive Merkmale der Inhaftierung, Zahl der traumatischen Lebenserfahrungen 

und Aspekte der Umwelt nach der Inhaftierung betrachtet. Darüber hinaus wurde die Zufriedenheit 

mit dem derzeitigen Stand der Wiedergutmachung in der Republik Estland erkundet. 

 Die Stichprobe bestand aus einer Gruppe von ehemaligen politischen Gefangenen (N = 33, 

Durchschnittsalter 78.5 Jahre), die während der zweiten sowjetischen Okkupation in Estland (1944-

1991) verhaftet worden waren. Die Teilnehmer wurden durch die Organisationen für die 

ehemaligen politischen Gefangenen rekrutiert. PTSD und Major Depression wurden anhand eines 

strukturierten klinischen Interviews (CIDI) gemessen. Self-Rating-Maßnahmen wurden für die 

Bewertung der traumatischen Bedingungen während der Haft, der Offenlegung von traumatischen 

Erfahrungen, der Zufriedenheit mit der Wiedergutmachung und der posttraumatischen Reifung 

verwendet.  

 Die Lebenszeitprävalenz von PTBS in dieser Stichprobe war 9.4 %, die 12-Monats-

Prävalenz von PTBS 3.1 % und die 12-Monats-Prävalenz von Major Depression 9.4 %. Der stärkste 

Prädiktor der PTBS Symptomen war die wahrgenommene Lebensbedrohung während der 

Inhaftierung. Auch Verfolgung nach der Entlassung sagt die Aufrechterhaltung der PTBS 

Symptome vorher. Höheres Alter der Teilnehmer, mehr traumatische Erfahrungen, politische 

Aktivität der Teilnehmer vor der Festnahme sowie Offenlegung von traumatischen Ereignissen 

hängen zusammen mit höherer Symptomzahl der PTBS. Die allgemeine Zufriedenheit mit der 

Wiedergutmachung sowie die Messung des posttraumatischen Wachstums waren hoch. 

 Diese Ergebnisse deuten darauf hin, dass die langfristigen psychologischen Folgen der 

politischen Haft, die bis ins hohe Alter andauern, mit einer Reihe von Faktoren zusammenhängen 

können. Die möglichen Gründe für die geringe Raten von PTBS in dieser Stichprobe werden in 

dem Kontext der Risikofaktoren der PTBS diskutiert, mit dem Schwerpunkt auf die mögliche Rolle 

der psychologischen Vorbereitung, die Offenlegung und der sozialen Unterstützung. Diskutiert 

werden auch die Einschränkungen dieser Studie in Bezug auf die Auswahlprozedur und langen 

Zeitintervalle zwischen Inhaftierung und der Datenerhebung. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Political imprisonment and torture 

1.1.1 Political repression in Estonia during Soviet occupation 

 

 Between 1939 and 1991, the Estonian people not only suffered losses from World War 

II, but also experienced several occupations during that time period, either by the Soviet 

Union or by Nazi Germany.1 Political persecution was common during those occupations, and 

data taken from 1940 to 1988 (Rahi-Tamm, 2005) reveals that over 50,000 persons were 

arrested due to political reasons. Although 20,000 of those who were arrested survived and 

returned to Estonia, surveillance and discrimination typically continued after their release 

(Rahi-Tamm, 2005). Officially, the Criminal Code in Soviet Union referred to every convicted 

person as a criminal prisoner, regardless of the nature of their offense. However, prisoners 

accused of a political crime were mostly convicted on the premise of §58 of the Criminal 

Code of the Estonian Soviet Socialist Republic (ESSR). §58-1a listed counterrevolutionary 

crimes such as high treason or espionage, anti-Soviet propaganda or agitation was listed under 

§58-10, and §58-11 was applied to anti-state activity exhibited by groups or organizations 

(Õispuu, 2005b). Practically speaking, however, §58 was loosely applied to any activity 

deemed anti-Soviet ranging from active resistance to the Soviet occupation to church 

membership. Even mere family relations to Estonian civil servants were evidence enough to 

arrest someone (Sarv & Varju, 2005).  

 This research paper aims to shed new light onto the psychological impact of 

imprisonment and torture of convicts who were imprisoned during the second Soviet 

occupation (1944-1991). Generally speaking, the second Soviet occupation can be divided 

into two periods: 1944-1953/1955 and 1954/1956-1991. The year 1953 marks the death of 

Stalin, and thus the end of the first period of Soviet occupation. Immediately following his 

death, the political state system of the Soviet Union underwent some changes, which can be 

described as relative liberalization, including condemnation of the crimes and dictatorial rule 

of Stalin and economic reforms which reduced the role of the massive forced labor in Soviet 

economy. It still would take several years before these changes were fully implemented in the 

prison camps (Applebaum, 2003).  

 Immediately after the beginning of the second Soviet occupation in Estonia in 1944 all 

                                                 
1 See Appendix for a historical overview of occupations and resistance movement in Estonia 
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state structures in occupied Estonia became subordinate to the Secretariat of the Soviet 

Communist Party (CPSU) in Moscow, including state organs such as the Estonian Communist 

Party, the People's Commissariat for Internal Affairs (NKVD) and the Estonian Court System. 

Thus, the CPSU was able to exert control on its satellite states more easily. The Estonian 

Communist Party, for example, whose popularity was very low in the Republic of Estonia, 

became significant reinforcement from Moscow, composed mainly of Russian Estonians who 

had grown up in Russia. The apparatus of surveillance, persecution and penalty, the NKVD, 

which later became the Committee for State Security, shortly KGB did not differ much from 

NKVDs in other Soviet states. In 1990 the KGB in Soviet Estonia was estimated to have 

around 40,000 regular staff plus 15,000 agents and collaborators. Around 15% of the KGB's 

regular staff was estimated to be Estonian, likewise the majority of agents (Laar, 2006). The 

exact number and identities of the latter group are not known, since the KGB disposed of its 

personnel files after the collapse of the Soviet Union. Up until now, an ongoing debate about 

the existence and content of aforementioned KGB documents stirs up tension and causes 

division among members of Estonian society (Sarv, 1997; Kaljulaid, 2007). Although 

Estonia's jurisdiction was officially granted independence, the CPSU exerted its influence by 

means of appointing judges who also happened to be members of the Communist Party. Thus, 

all judges were held accountable by the Soviet Communist Party. Furthermore, the courts 

themselves hardly rendered judgement, instead the special council of the NKVD or war 

tribunals were commissioned to render prison sentences. (Ojatalu, 2005b). Niitsoo (1997) 

states that generally verdicts had prematurely been decided upon, regardless of the offense at 

hand. Particularly those charged with a political crime were sentenced to serve in prison 

camps or Gulag. 

 Gulag (literally “the Main Camp Administration”) connotes the Soviet slave labor 

system, and embraces a wide spectrum of prison camps, ranging from conventional 

correctional prison camps to colonies and finally to the infamous special camps, also referred 

to as death camps. One camp complex consisted of several camps and smaller units but the 

exact number of camps remains unknown (Õispuu, 2005a). According to Okhotin and 

Roginsky (1998; cited in Applebaum, 2003, p.179) between 1929 and 1953, there were 476 

camp complexes throughout the Soviet, fluctuating in total number of prisoners per Gulag 

from year to year. Official numbers claim that 1,115,427 people were imprisoned between 

1939-1953 in the Soviet Union, all on the charge of counter-revolutionary offenses (Yakovlev, 
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2002; cited in Õispuu, 2005b, p.301). 

 

1.1.2. The penal system in Estonia in years 1944-1953 

 

 Neither Soviet interrogation methods nor prison conditions in the Soviet Republic of 

Estonia have been systematically analyzed yet. Given the KGB's similar structure and 

operating mode throughout the Soviet Union, several sources can be used in order to 

reconstruct Soviet repression methods during pre-trial detention and imprisonment period and 

assess the psychological consequences of aforementioned repressive treatment methods on 

prisoners. Following reference material was used in this study: historical analyses by Courtois 

and colleagues (1997) and Applebaum (2003) as well as Solzhenitsyn's (1973) literary work 

and memoirs by former political prisoners from Estonia (e.g. Arro, 2001; Heinmaa, 2007; 

Madisson, 1996; Sarv, 2002).  

  Throughout the Soviet Union, mass arrests took place according to a certain pattern 

that was intended to evoke fear among the people and increase willingness to cooperate with 

the Soviet regime as exemplified by the mass arrests that occurred in 1941 and between1944-

1945. Anybody not cooperating with the Soviet forces could be declared an “enemy of the 

people“ and sent to a labor prison camp (Sarv & Varju, 2005). Even though fear prevailed 

among the general population, resistance activists were sometimes almost relieved to get 

finally arrested after a pending period of uncertainty (Niitsoo, 1997).  

 Applebaum (2003) describes the sequence of events that followed the arrest: mugshots 

and fingerprints were taken, and detainees were felt up and down. Former prisoners recall 

these procedures to be extremely dehumanizing and degrading. Sometimes, an incoming 

detainee had to spend hours to days in an isolation cell or a box, a tiny cell, which did not 

permit sitting or lying down, in order to “prepare” him or her for interrogation. Most of the 

time, the goal was to obtain a detainee's confession during interrogation, regardless of content. 

Torture and psychological pressure were commonly employed to extract a confession, hence 

detainees usually had to endure beating and kicking. Other methods interrogators used on 

detainees were intolerable living conditions (e.g. leaving cells unheated in the winter or all 

windows closed in the summertime, minimizing the food ratio, prohibiting to receive food 

parcels and letters from home etc.), threats of punishment, threats to torture family members, 

and almost always humiliation and exhaustion. Sleep deprivation proved to be an extremely 

 3
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easy and effective means to break someone's silence and force a confession. As a rule, 

prisoners were not allowed to sleep at daytime, while interrogations took place at night 

(Applebaum, 2003). Arro (2001) recalls having difficulties sleeping at night on non-

interrogation days as the lights were never switched off.   

 During the investigation period, which could last from weeks to years, prisoners were 

usually kept in Estonian prisons. Since new prisons were not built during the first Soviet 

occupation period they had to contain up to three times more prisoners than they were 

normally allowed to (Saueauk & Maripuu, 2007). Especially during the period of mass arrests 

in 1944/1945, the high number of incoming prisoners forced the Soviet forces to improvise, 

thus sending many of them to labor camps in Siberia immediately after conviction (Õispuu et 

al., 2005a).  

 The most infamous prison was the NKVD prison on Pagari street in Tallinn, where 

living conditions were especially inhuman (small and humid cells, no lavatories, having a 

wash was possible every 10th day only, very strict prison rules e.g.). Sometimes, executions 

would occur there as well (Saueauk & Maripuu, 2007). The Central Prison in Tallinn, also 

known as Patarei, was the most important prison during Soviet times in Estonia, and had to 

hold most of the prisoners. Interrogations took either place in Patarei, or at the NKVD internal 

prison every night. Since the central prison lacked sleeping facilities for everyone many 

detainees had to sleep on the floor (Saueauk & Maripuu, 2007). Heinmaa (2007) recalls that 

the food was especially poor, and that prisoners who received food packages from home were 

particularly lucky. When someone was arrested in Tartu, he was usually taken to the “gray 

house” on Riia road, a KGB building with cells and torture closets in its basement. Today, this 

building hosts the museum of KGB dungeons (Kuusk, 2005). 

 Arro (2001) describes that the railway transport of prisoners to Soviet prison camps 

could last from few weeks to months depending on the destination and frequency of 

reorganization and reloading of prisoners per wagon. Frequently, political and criminal 

prisoners were transported together, which proved to be incriminatory insofar as criminal 

prisoners would threaten, rob and humiliate their political counterparts whenever they 

outnumbered the political prisoners without having to fear any repressions from the guards. 

Aside from violent threats political prisoners had to endure, Applebaum (2003) recalls that the 

conditions inside the transport wagons were dehumanizing to the point of resembling 

livestock transportation. The wagons were often overcrowded, toilet use was made extremely 
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difficult, and food and water ratios were kept to a minimum. Sometimes, the prisoners would 

be given salted fish to eat without anything to drink for days. Upon arrival to the camp, the 

prisoners were quickly selected on the basis of their working abilities and segregated into 

groups. Although the work conditions changed throughout the years, depending also on 

climate and prison guards, every aspect of camp life was geared towards improving 

production figures (Applebaum, 2003). According to Sarv (2002), the quality of life and 

quantity of food depended on how well production quotas were met or alternatively on the 

“ability to be at the right place at the right time with the right friends”, dependent on friends in 

a position of influence.  

  Applebaum (2003) describes that corruption and arbitrary justice were part of 

everyday life in the labor camps.  Although the camp superintendents were instructed to 

provide prisoners their basic need for rest and sleep from 1940 onward, they often ignored 

them given the unrealistically high production quotas on the one hand and the salary 

superintendents would only receive if the production criteria were met on the other hand. In 

some camps work days would last from 12 to 16 hours up, and prisoners were only given one 

day off per month (Sarv, 2001). Heating and light in as well as sanitary conditions of the 

living barracks were frequently insufficient, and parasites and illnesses spread quickly 

(Applebaum, 2003). Medical facilities were poor, and even the best medical skills of 

imprisoned doctors could not compensate for the lack of elementary medical equipment. 

Although the prisoners were not suffering from starvation, almost everyone suffered from 

vitamin-deficiency. According to official Soviet regulations, prisoners were to receive enough 

food to sustain basal metabolism and secure survival, but given quotas were hardly met in real 

life. Due to organizational problems, food would often arrive in spoilt condition at the camps; 

rotten during the summer months, and frozen and inedible in winter-time (Applebaum, 2003). 

Usually, the food served to prisoners lacked in protein and often did not contain any 

vegetables (Arro, 2001). Obviously, jobs which required less physical work or which granted 

access to food became crucial to survival (Sarv, 2002). 

  In the post-war years, political and criminal prisoners had not been separated yet; 

hence each day political prisoners had to fight for survival. The camp territory was well 

secured from the outside, but within the perimeters of the camp, prisoners were usually able to 

move freely (Applebaum, 2003). In 1948, prisons with special regime were built for prisoners 

convicted of severe anti-Soviet crimes and many political prisoners were transferred to those 
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special camps (Õispuu et al, 2005b). Applebaum (2003) describes that the camps up North in 

Kolyma, Norilsk and Vorkuta were particularly dreaded among prisoners due to their severe 

weather conditions. Long winters with extreme temperature ranges (up to -60�C) made work 

very difficult for forest and railway workers. Prisoners who had to work in the coal and 

selenium mines were more protected from the cold but not from accidents that occurred quite 

frequently underground (Sarv, 2002).   

 Surviving the prison conditions was easier for criminal prisoners since they were more 

inclined to resort to violence and amoral acts (Applebaum, 2003). In order to preserve their 

strength, prisoners would pretend to be working, or work less than others. Those prisoners 

who cooperated with the camp administration in direct or indirect ways were called  pridurki 

or “trusties“ and included professional groups such as engineers, foremen, surveyors, 

laundressers, dishwashers, doctors, nurses, accountants and others. Compared to the average 

prisoner, the pridurkis had to do little to no physical work and enjoyed more privileges due to 

their cooperative stance towards the camp administration. Arro (2001) recalls that prisoners 

higher in rank often helped their fellow inmates, especially if they happened to be fellow 

countrymen. In case of sickness or disease, the camp doctor would allow sick prisoners to 

discontinue their labor work and recover in the camp hospitals for short periods of time. 

However, this privilege was granted to a limited number of prisoners only (Applebaum, 

2003). Although solidarity among inmates was more prevalent during pre-trial detention, 

friendships were still formed in prison camp, especially between fellow countrymen or those 

sharing pre-prison experiences together. Social interaction and exchange of expertise, writing, 

learning new skills and exercise of religion proved to be effective survival strategies in Gulag, 

thus enabling prisoners to retain a sense of dignity and self-worth (Applebaum, 2003).  

 

1.1.3. The penal system in Estonia after 1953 

  

 According to Niitsoo (1997), the number of political arrests within the Soviet Union 

decreased in the 1950s, yet repressions of the KGB persisted. The Soviet Security agents 

resorted to other methods of repression which proved to be more of a “preventive” kind. KGB 

agents had discovered that physical torture methods were not effective enough to provide a 

sustained deterrence. Instead, the perspective to lose one's job or having a son or daughter 

expelled from university proved to be a much more effective means of threat. Since the 1980s, 
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the official policy of Glasnost (meaning transparency) and the growing number of human 

rights activists taking interest in the plight of occupied Soviet countries forced the leaders of 

the Communist Party to pay more attention to the prison conditions and interrogation methods 

(Niitsoo, 1997). Although some of the changes were merely formal (e.g. prisoners were now 

held in an “investigative isolator” instead of a prison), some efforts towards legality and 

higher transparency inevitably favored the cause of the resistance movement (e.g. people were 

not convicted by Special Councils anymore, and detainees were granted the possibility to 

defend themselves during a court trial, thus allowing them to express their political views 

(Applebaum, 2003).  

 However, criminal prisoners would still pose a threat to political prisoners, especially 

when they outnumbered the political prisoners in the mixed prison cells (Niitsoo, 1997). Tarto 

(2008) recalls that even though political prisoners were officially sanctioned to be held 

separately, the KGB would sometimes work with criminal prisoners in order to provoke and 

intimidate political prisoners. Among the new methods of repression were the inclusion of 

new criminal offences to the penal law such as “hooliganism“, which helped to suppress any 

acts of public resistance, or the imposed psychiatric “treatment” of political dissidents for an 

undefined period of time (Sarv & Varju, 2005). Soviet psychiatrists invented a new category 

of schizophrenia, “sluggish schizophrenia”, which was used to justify the diagnosis of nearly 

any form of “asocial or abnormal” behavior (Applebaum, 2003). Many of those who had 

undergone such a “treatment” were afterwards either mentally insane or committed suicide 

(Sarv & Varju, 2005).  

 Those held in prison either due to recent conviction or non-release in the 1950s were 

often locked up in prison camps with strict rules: minimum 10-hour work days, severe labor 

work, restricted communication access, locked up barracks at night etc. (Applebaum, 2003). 

Up to 1/5 of these inmates were of Baltic origin (Courtois et al., 1997). Other camps, also 

referred to as punishment camps, held political prisoners who had already received a sentence 

for the second or third term and were thus considered very dangerous. 

 In the 1960s, the number of prisoners convicted for political crimes declined 

substantially. The remaining political prisoners were mostly relocated to camps in Mordova 

and relocated once more to the surroundings of Perm at the beginning of the 1970s. The 

isolation of prisoners and greater geographic distance to Western regions of the Soviet Union 

were meant to minimize the circulation and spread of ideas which deviated from Soviet 
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policy. As part of the official propaganda campaign, members of the Estonian resistance 

movement were often labeled dissidents by the Soviet press, although the term “dissident” 

generally alludes to people of different opinion from the rest of society. The ideas members of 

the Estonian resistance movement spread were endorsed by the majority of the population, 

though not publicly (Niitsoo, 1997). According to Solzhenitsyn (1973) he himself became 

convinced by the Soviet Union's official propaganda campaign claiming that political arrests 

and Gulag did not exist anymore. However, his opinion changed once he started receiving 

letters from political prisoners sentenced to prison camps during the 1960s/1970s as a 

response to his novel “One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich”.  

 Madisson (1997) recalls that the KGB would continue to use methods of repression on 

individuals, carefully spying on political prisoner. Purposefully devised by the Soviet regime, 

prisoners were either rewarded or punished according to their conduct. Those who chose to 

comply to Soviet policy standards enjoyed small benefits such as increased food ration or 

improved living conditions whereas dissidents were penalized by detention in punishment 

cells or restricted correspondence rights. Altogether, these methods proved to be very 

effective (Madisson, 1997). In the 1980s, a Gulag prisoner received an average of 2500 kcal 

of food ration per day. A prisoner confined to a punishment cell however only received a daily 

food ration of 300-450 g of bread and boiled water every second day. In the beginning, hunger 

strikes were frequently used by prisoners as a means of protest to enforce negotiations for 

more humane conditions. However, these radical measures ended tragically at times, as 

exemplified by the death of Jüri Kukk, member of the Estonian resistance movement, in 

Vologda in 1981 (Niitsoo, 1997). Frequently, KGB agents would impose pressure on prisoners 

forcing them to renounce their anti-Soviet actions and sign a document asking for amnesty or 

the permission to emigrate (Tarto, 2008).  

 According to Niitsoo (1997) resistance activists had also improved their methods of 

resistance. The older and more experienced generation of political prisoners would often teach 

new members how to best respond during interrogations without revealing any information. 

Some very dedicated members of the resistance movement who knew about the pending risk 

of arrest for their actions had already made arrangements beforehand: what to say during 

interrogation, whom to entrust their work to, who to receive food packages from etc. Many 

political activists had also gained knowledge of the penal law; they knew the approximate 

length of prison sentence for political crimes and would not allow Soviet forces to threaten 
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them with ridiculously high prison terms anymore (Niitsoo, 1997).  

 Given the growing interest of Western countries on human rights issues in the Soviet 

Union,  prisoners were now able to appeal to their rights, thus limiting the interrogators' 

freedom of action which had been defined by Soviet laws (Madisson, 1997). In 1988, the 

KGB was forced to release the last political prisoners from Estonia amidst an atmosphere of 

imposed pressure by human rights activists, the Western media and the popular resistance 

movement in Estonia (Niitsoo, 1997).  

 

1.1.4 Persecution after release 

 

 The release of political prisoners began after the death of Stalin and the consecutive 

condemnation of his crimes at the XX Congress of the CPSU in 1956. However, not all 

prisoners were released immediately; those convicted for severe counter-resistance activities 

for example were not allowed to return home until the late 1960s (Applebaum, 2003). Others 

were assigned an additional 3-10 years of labor camp work  by camp commanders even 

though they had served their sentence, or sentenced to 5-10 years of exile after their detention 

had ended (Arro, 2001). The only positive change prisoners noted was a small salary they 

now received for their work.  

 Those able to return to Estonia however were not able to evade persecution; they 

remained under the surveillance of security organs instead and had to bear Soviet harassment 

methods. Former political prisoners were not allowed to settle in larger cities, most were 

penniless as all their property had been confiscated and if they chose to conceal their previous 

imprisonment they were guilty of violating the law. Their privacy was constantly invaded 

upon as two KGB departments had been commissioned to browse through private mail 

correspondence or listen in on private phone calls looking for evidence of anti-Soviet dissent 

(Laar, 2004). A popular anecdote states that during the 1980s, the Gulag was the only place in 

the Soviet Union where freedom of speech could be practiced (Madisson, 1997). It was 

common, that individuals, who had once been blacklisted by the KGB, were discriminated 

against as well being assigned to simple and low-paid jobs only and prohibited from attending 

university in Estonia. Moreover, they were disadvantaged whenever they sought to improve 

their living standards or wanted to publish their work. Even the children of former political 

prisoners could become a victim to Soviet discrimination (Niitsoo, 1997). Some authors argue 
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that mistrust and reticence became characteristic traits of national identity since Estonians 

were prohibited from recollecting or discussing the terror experienced at hand (Paju, 2007). 

  

1.1.5 Reparation of former political prisoners in the Republic of Estonia 

 

  The reparation of former political prisoners in Estonia is regulated by the „Persons 

Repressed by Occupying Powers” act (Okupatsioonirežiimide poolt represseeritud isiku 

seadus; RT I 2003, 88, 589), which came into effect on January 1, 2004. The act provides a 

definition of the term “unlawfully repressed person”, and acknowledges repressed victim the 

right to certain benefits and retirement pay. The term “unlawfully repressed person” refers to 

victims of political repression methods during the occupations by Soviet Union and German 

Reich in Estonia (16.06.1940-20.08.1991). These victims had been victims of genocide, 

sentenced to imprisonment or sent to exile for political or ideological reasons, illegally 

deported or displaced from Estonia, subjected to forced labour or punished to work at an area 

of nuclear disaster to remove the debris and garbage from the scene. 

 Among the most important benefits the government provides are financial 

compensation for health services and medical products (worth 160 euro per year). 

Furthermore, the years political victims had spent in a custodial institution or in exile are 

multiplied by three and added to the retirement pension. Every victim who meets the criteria 

of an unlawfully repressed person can obtain a repressed person's certificate and is eligible to 

wear the “badge of the broken cornflower” (Okupatsioonirežiimide poolt represseeritud isiku 

seadus, RT I 2003, 88, 589).  The badge of the broken cornflower was created in 2001 (the 

cornflower is one of Estonia's national symbols) and was personally delivered by the former 

President of Estonia, Mr. Lennart Meri, to those victims who accepted to receive it. By April 

1, 2006, about 13,000 certificates had been delivered (Memento, 2006). In addition, many of 

the former political prisoners have received a decoration or award for their services rendered 

to national defence or to the Estonian state. Ken Martin Vaher (2004), former Secretary of 

justice who also happened to be one of the initiators of the Persons Repressed by Occupying 

Powers act, states that the Estonian government would not aspire to compensate for the losses 

and injustice suffered under Soviet occupation with the act. Instead, the occupying forces 

should be held accountable for it.  

 There are several non-government organizations which unite former political prisoners 
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and other unlawfully repressed persons. The largest one is Estonian Memento Union, which 

had about 1500 active members in 2006 (Purje, 2006a). Other organizations include the Union 

of Former Political Prisoners in Estonia, The Union of Estonian Freedom Fighters, the Union 

of Former Student Freedom Fighters and the Union of Finnish War Veterans in Estonia. The 

members of these organizations usually meet on a monthly or weekly basis, celebrate national 

holidays, commemorate memorial days and organize conferences to promote the research on 

contemporary history. Some organizations even edit their own newspaper.  

 The Bureau of repressed persons of Estonia (Memento ERPRB) which started out as a 

work group in Memento has extensively researched archives and data collections, and has 

compiled extensive lists of formerly repressed persons. Up to now, seven books have been 

published on Estonian prisoners who were arrested and deported by Soviet forces. However, 

the alleged number of 87035 repressed persons which have been identified is not conclusive 

(Õispuu, 2007). 

 In 1994, the Estonian Center of Medical Rehabilitation for Victims of Torture (MRT) 

was established in Tartu, and is affiliated with the Danish-based International Rehabilitation 

Council for Torture Victims (IRCT). It provides medical, psychological and juridical support 

to unlawfully repressed persons and their families. In the beginning, a psychologist and three 

psychiatrists were employed at the center, and patients could receive both individual as well 

as group psychotherapy (Tüüts, 2006). At the moment, only one medical doctor and one 

lawyer work at the MRT several times a week due to financial problems and a decreasing 

number of patients (Dr. Heino Noor, personal communication, February 27, 2008). The 

number of clients dropped noticeably upon the delivery stop of free medication which had 

been part of a German humanitarian aid project. While one thousand clients sought help at the 

MRT in 2001, only 500 clients requested help in 2007 (Dr. Hans Laja, personal 

communication, February 25, 2008).  

 

1. 2 Long-term psychological consequences of political repression 

1.2.1 Psychological consequences of political imprisonment and torture  

  

Totalitarian regimes and political repression share a long history together. The 

methods totalitarian regimes use to secure their power are complex and often include 

imprisonment and torture. After the First World War, two totalitarian regimes emerged in 
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Europe, Nazism and Soviet Communism, respectively. Both made extensive use of 

concentration camps of unprecedented diabolic character, designed to incarcerate people. 

However, people were not incarcerated for violations of the penal law but for arbitrary 

reasons such as belonging to a certain race or religion etc. The Soviet terror had many faces of 

which the mass arrests of the “enemies of the people“, was one of the most characteristic 

ones. Among the “enemies of people” were millions of people from occupied territories in 

Eastern Europe (Applebaum, 2003).  

 There are many definitions of torture, but the United Nations' definition fits well into 

the context of political repression in the Soviet Union. According to this definition, torture 

means “any act by which severe pain or suffering, whether physical or mental, is intentionally 

inflicted on a person for such purposes as obtaining from him or a third person information or 

a confession, punishing him for an act he or a third person has committed or is suspected of 

having committed, or intimidating or coercing him or a third person, or for any reason based 

on discrimination of any kind, when such pain or suffering is inflicted by or at the instigation 

of or with the consent or acquiescence of a public official or other person acting in an official 

capacity” (UN Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading 

Treatment, Article 1, 1984).  

 In a situation where a great number of “enemies” must be liquidated in the most 

productive way, political arrests can be useful to obtain information about third persons, 

and/or to break the victim's1 spirit (Basoglu & Mineka, 1992). The interrogation methods 

often consist of a combination of physical as well as psychological techniques. Systematic 

and repetitive spurs of violence and threats can instill terror and helplessness in the victim 

(Herman, 1992). Deprivation of food, sleep, shelter, exercise, personal hygiene and privacy 

can all serve as means to exert control over the victim's physical and physiological 

constitution, thereby destroying his or her sense of autonomy. Isolation increases the victim's 

dependence on the torturer as the individual's ability to initiate a plan or action can decrease 

gradually, making him or her more vulnerable to outside stimuli. Over time, isolation or 

prolonged imprisonment can skew an individual's perception of self and others resulting in the 

person's change of character (Herman, 1992). Basoglu and Mineka (1992) differentiate 

between four phases of political detention, which are typically accompanied by following 

                                                 
1 It is debatable, whether to address the individuals who have been exposed to torture as victims or as 

survivors. The former political prisoners in Estonia prefer to refer to themselves as survivors of Gulag. 
Nevertheless, most of the literature about torture refers to victims and therefore it is also used in this thesis.  
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behavior patterns: pre-arrest/detention (where the unassuming individual gets arrested), 

detention/ interrogation (where systematic torture is often used), imprisonment (often felt as a 

relief due to the lower threat to life) and post-imprisonment (where life returns to normal or 

harassment and persecution by authorities continue). 

 According to the Soviet penal law, individuals who had been declared guilty of an 

offense or crime were usually sent to Gulag labor camps. It remains uncertain whether or not 

the living conditions were intentionally designed to torture the detainees, but judging from 

reports of former prisoners life in Gulag was almost intolerable (Applebaum, 2003). Despite 

an increasing awareness of human rights issues, Amnesty International (2008) submitted a 

report on acts against humanity in 2007 that listed cases of torture and other cruel, inhuman or 

degrading practices in over 81 countries documented the conduct of unfair trials in at least 54 

countries and assessed that prisoners of conscience were detained in 45 countries. However, 

these statistics seem unreliable in regard to the real extent of torture occurrences given the fact 

that they include government-sponsored violence only. Besides, those who carry out torture 

methods often conceal or deny their use (Basoglu & Mineka, 1992). The number of torture 

victims would be even greater still if all the victims of domestic violence and abuse, of human 

trafficking and religious cults were added to the list (Amnesty International, 2000; Herman, 

1992) 

 Torture is always aimed at the victim's weaknesses and can lead to serious medical and 

psychological problems that require professional help (Basoglu & Mineka, 1992).  Finn, 

Somnier and colleagues (1992) identified different symptoms and/or mental disorders that 

have been described after experiencing torture including sleep disturbances with frequent 

nightmares, affective disorders (most often chronic anxiety and depression), cognitive 

impairment (memory defects and loss of concentration) and personality changes. According to 

a former study conducted with concentration camp survivors, most Holocaust victims not 

only suffered from numerous medical conditions, but also from various psychological 

problems such as poor memory and lack of concentration (87.2%), nervousness, irritability, 

restlessness (85.5 %), increased fatigue (83.7 %) and sleep disturbances (65.5 %) (Eitinger, 

1971). Evidence shows that psychological problems can persist for 40 years or longer in 

Holocaust survivors after return to normalcy (Kuch & Cox, 1992; Joffe, Brodaty, Luscombe, 

& Ehrlich, 2003). The reasons why some people develop psychopathological symptoms after 

torture and some do not, have  been frequently discussed and ignited new research as have the 
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cases which demonstrate a transitory state of symptoms or the persistence of symptoms into 

old age (e.g. Ehlers, Maercker  & Boos, 2000; Basoglu, Paker, Özmen, & Tasdemir, 1994).  

 Compared to the studies on long-term effects of trauma in WW II veterans or 

Holocaust survivors, the studies on survivors of communist regimes in Eastern Europe are 

rare (Bichescu, 2006; Noor, 2006).  For obvious reasons, the research on survivors of the 

Soviet concentration camps was not possible until the collapse of the Soviet Union and still 

provokes personal and public resistance by the former communist states up to this day 

(Anepaio, 2003).  

 Research on the well-being of former torture victims or political prisoners is scarce 

considering the influence the environment can exert on the victim's mental health in the long 

run. Due to research conducted on refugees there is growing evidence that their host countries 

living conditions can significantly impact the psychological well-being of refugees (e.g. 

Carlsson, Mortensen, & Kastrup, 2006, Steel et al., 2006). The study of former political 

prisoners in Estonia can enhance understanding of the physical and mental effects of torture, 

as many Estonian torture victims continued to live in the very state that had ordered their 

persecution.  

 

1.2.2 Reparation of individuals subjected to torture and political imprisonment 

  

 The same United Nations convention that defines torture also acknowledges   

 the victim's right to reparation and declares that “each State Party shall ensure in its legal 

system that the victim of an act of torture obtains redress and has an enforceable right to fair 

and adequate compensation, including the means for as full rehabilitation as possible” (UN 

Convention against Torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment, Article 14, 

1984). Van Boven (1996) distinguishes between four main categories of reparation: 

restitution, compensation, rehabilitation, and satisfaction, and assurance of non-repetition. 

Restitution includes the restoration of freedom, legal rights, social status, return to one's place 

of residence, reemployment and return of property. Compensation shall be provided for 

physical or mental harm (including emotional distress), for lost opportunities such as 

receiving a higher education, for material damages and loss of income, and for loss of 

reputation or dignity. Rehabilitation includes medical and psychological care as well as legal 

and social services. Satisfaction and assurance of non-repetition include many protective 
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measures: publicly proclaiming the truth, admitting the facts and assuming responsibility for 

one's actions, publicly apologizing to the victims, imposing judicial or administrative 

sanctions on persons responsible for the violations, commemorating the victims and providing 

training and educational material to all citizens (van Boven, 1996). 

 The psychological and medical rehabilitation of torture victims has gained significance 

since the beginning of the 1970s, and today, numerous rehabilitation centers exist world-wide 

(for a historical overview, see Jaranson, 1998). Yet, despite an array of available mental health 

services and rehabilitation programs, the programs' effectiveness has not been scientifically 

proven yet. Furthermore, no empirically supported general guidelines are yet available that 

would ensure optimal treatment (Mollica, 1992; Amris & Arenas, 2005). Due to the complex 

nature of health-related issues that arise from torture, a multidisciplinary approach of 

treatment is often required (Quiroga &Jaranson, 2005). This however complicates outcome 

research in turn. A variety of psychotherapeutic treatment methods are used on victims of 

political repression and torture, but in regard to the heterogeneous population of torture 

victims it seems difficult to reach a consensus about the preferred treatment of choice. So far, 

behaviour therapy has shown to be most effective and useful in the treatment of survivors of 

torture including in sensu exposure to trauma (Basoglu, 1998). Although only a small number 

of randomized studies on torture victims have been conducted thus far, results show that 

patients respond well to cognitive-behavioural therapy, exposure therapy and narrative 

exposure therapy (NET) (Neuner, Schauer, Klaschik, Karunakara, & Elbert, 2004; Neuner et 

al., 2008; Paunovic & Ost, 2001). Particularly latter therapy method was proven to be 

effective on former political prisoners (Biscescu, Neuner, Schauer, & Elbert, 2007). 

 Political repression not only affects the victim per se but also his/her interpersonal 

relations and his/her socio-cultural arrangement with his/her community. Thus, political 

repression can inflict social trauma on a victim as well (Quiroga & Jaranson, 2005). Aside 

from the psychological and medical aspect of rehabilitation, the political aspect of repression 

and torture should also be taken into account when treating politically repressed victims. 

Many former political prisoners from Estonia perceive the term “rehabilitation” negatively as 

it connotes the Soviet Union's inadequate execution of rehabilitation and implied political 

rehabilitation only (see Anepaio, 2001, for a discussion). Officially, every prisoner was 

granted political rehabilitation, when in reality many were not. Furthermore, none of the 

victims ever received compensation for the injustices they had gone through and the Soviet 
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Union did not even attempt to end stigmatization of the victims (Applebaum, 2003).  

 Obviously, the rehabilitation of torture victims by itself is hardly worth the effort if it 

is not accompanied by healing processes in the society. Noor (2006) has studied Soviet 

occupation and its detrimental effects on the well-being of the suppressed. He describes the 

damage inflicted by repression as “psychological pollution of the living environment” which 

can be accomplished for example by means of suppressing national identity, polarizing the 

population, keeping birth rates extremely low, and enforcing materialistic and atheistic 

ideologies (Noor, 2006). Applebaum (2003) draws an analogy between Soviet rehabilitation 

policy and the oppressed population whose attempts to recover from the repression and prison 

experiences and commemorate the traumatic events were suppressed or distorted by the 

Soviet regime: according to her, the Soviet rehabilitation policy compared to a single, giant 

anti-therapy treatment. Since the regain of independence in 1991, many changes have taken 

place in Estonia, and much has been done to compensate victims previously oppressed by 

Soviet terror (see chapter 1.1.5 for an overview of the reparation and rehabilitation services 

that are currently available to former political prisoners of Estonia). 

 To my knowledge, systematic investigations concerning the needs of former politically 

repressed victims have yet to be carried out, as do studies which assess the need for and 

effects of reparation in former Soviet countries. Obviously, not all survivors require the same 

amount of medical, psychological, social and juridical support. Various researchers have 

stressed the importance for outcome study research in the realm of victim rehabilitation of 

political repression and torture (e.g. Cullinan, 2001; Jaranson, 1998). Quality and efficiency 

of the rehabilitation process can be measured by different variables such as decrease of 

symptoms, improved ability to cope with life, success reaching negotiated treatment goals and 

patient satisfaction (Rosenheck, Stolar & Fontana, 2000). Since patient satisfaction is easiest 

to measure quantitatively (by means of questionnaires e.g.) its evaluation in turn yields the 

level of rehabilitation success. Moreover, variables that measure rehabilitation success can 

also predict health outcome (Amris & Arenas, 2005) and help to assess psychological 

treatment methods.  

 

1.2.3 Diagnosis and epidemiology of posttraumatic stress disorder 

 

 The most common psychological symptoms that occur from torture are categorized 
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under posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD). Although mental disorders had long been thought 

to result from preceding traumatic events, thorough observation studies on the psychological 

disorders of Vietnam War veterans yielded an official classification of PTSD. Several authors 

provide an in-depth chronology of PTSD origin and concepts: Monson, Friedman and La 

Bash (2007), Herman (1992). In 1980, the American Psychiatric Association (APA) included 

PTSD in the third edition of the Diagnostic and Statistic Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-

III) (APA, 1980). The diagnostic criteria have been revised for the latest DSM Edition (DSM 

IV-TR), and are employed by researchers world-wide (APA, 2000).  

  The most important criterion for the diagnosis of PTSD is exposure to a traumatic 

event. DSM IV-TR (APA, 2000, p. 468) provides the following definitions on traumatic 

events: “(1) the person experienced, witnessed, or was confronted with an event or events that 

involved actual or threatened death or serious injury, or a threat to the physical integrity of 

self or others (criterion A1), and (2) the person's response involved intense fear, helplessness, 

or horror” (criterion A2). Epidemiological studies have shown that 51.2- 89.6 % of the 

general population are exposed to at least one traumatic event during their lifetime (Breslau et 

al., 1998; Kessler, Sonnega, Bromet, & Hughes, 1995; Resnick, Kilpatrick, Dansky, 

Saunders, & Best, 1993). The exposure to traumatic events is even greater among repressed 

people groups such as refugees or political prisoners (e.g. Gäbel, Ruf, Schauer, Odenwald, & 

Neuner, 2006; Marshall, Schell, Elliott, Berthold, & Chun, 2005; Basoglu, Paker, Paker, & 

Özmen, 1994). Several authors have suggested to differentiate between traumatic events, for 

example between man-made disasters and catastrophes/accidents, based on the observations 

that man-made disasters such as political imprisonment or torture often last longer, occur 

more repeatedly and affect the victims' mental health more severely than natural catastrophes 

or accidents (Herman 1992; Maercker, 2003).  

 Other diagnostic criteria of PTSD include: (1) recurrent and distressing reexperience 

of trauma (e.g. flashbacks, nightmares), and distress or severe physiological reaction to 

traumatic triggers upon exposure (Criterion B), (2) persistent avoidance of stimuli associated 

with the trauma and numbing of general responsiveness (Criterion C), (3) persistent 

symptoms of increased arousal (e.g. sleep disturbances, hyper-vigilance, exaggerated startle 

response, irritability, and difficulty concentrating) (Criterion D), (4) duration of  symptoms 

more than one month (Criterion E), (5) significant impairment in social, occupational or other 

important areas of functioning (e.g. loss of interest and detachment from others) (APA, 2000). 
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 Not everybody exposed to trauma develops PTSD. Breslau and Kessler (2001) 

reported that 77% of those who had experienced at least one traumatic episode in their life 

met the A2 criteria for that event. The criterion A2 is met relative to type of trauma, ranging 

from 34 % for military combat, to 93 % for rape and 94 % for life-threatening diseases in 

infants or small children. Lifetime conditional prevalence, the prevalence of PTSD given the 

exposure to at least one traumatic event, has been reported to be 13-20 % in women and 6-8 

% in men (Breslau et al., 1998; Kessler et al., 1995). The conditional risk also varies across 

events. According to the National Comorbidity Study (NCS), the traumatic event with the 

highest probability rate to develop lifelong PTSD was rape (Kessler et al., 1995), while the 

Detroit Area Survey, claimed assaultive violence (combat, sexual and physical violence), to 

be the traumatic event most likely to cause the onset of PTSD, accounting for almost 40% of 

all PTSD diagnoses (Breslau et al., 1998).  One possible explanation for higher prevalence 

rates of PTSD in women is the higher occurrence of sexual violence (rape and sexual abuse) 

on women (Gavranidou & Rosner, 2003; Kessler et al.,1995). 

 Many victims suffer from a temporary episode of PTSD only, but in more than 1/3 of 

diagnosed PTSD patients conditions have not improved within ten years (Kessler et al., 1995). 

Chronic PTSD is diagnosed when one PTSD episode lasts longer than three months; 12 

months or longer for research purposes (APA, 2000; Norris & Slone, 2007). If PTSD is not 

treated early enough the symptoms can persist into high age.  

 The knowledge about the progression of PTSD primarily stems from studies 

conducted on war veterans, prisoners of war (POW) and Holocaust survivors. Among the 

prisoners of war the 12-month-prevalence of PTSD was as high as 59-70 % 45-50 years after 

arrest; and 78-84 % of all POWs have been diagnosed with lifelong PTSD (Engdahl, Dikel, 

Eberly & Blank, 1997; Sutker, Allain & Winstead, 1993). A study on 124 Holocaust survivors 

revealed that 47 % had met the diagnostic criteria for PTSD (Kuch & Cox, 1992). Contrasting 

the numerous studies on Holocaust survivors, research on torture victims and former political 

prisoners has been scarce up to now except for some research projects conducted in Turkey, 

East-Germany and Rumania.  

In a sample of 246 tortured non-political detainees (aged 18-60 years) from Turkey, 39 

% of the detainees were diagnosed with PTSD (Paker, Paker & Yüksel, 1992). Another study 

by Basoglu and colleagues (1994b) assessed the prevalence rates (current vs. lifelong PTSD) 

of tortured political activists (n = 55) in comparison to non-tortured activists (n = 55). The 
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findings show that the prevalence rates of PTSD were 18% for current PTSD and 33% for 

lifelong PTSD among tortured political activists; compared to 4 % of current PTSD and 6 % 

of lifetime PTSD in non-tortured political activists (mean age in both groups was 31 years). A 

study on 55 former political prisoners treated in an outpatient care unit (mean age was 36 

years) conducted by researchers of the former German Democratic Republic (GDR) revealed 

that 22 % of the patients met the diagnostic criteria for current PTSD and 35 % for the 

lifetime PTSD (Bauer, Priebe, Häring, & Adamczak, 1993). Maercker and Schützwohl (1997) 

reported even higher rates of current (30 %) and lifetime (60 %) PTSD judging from a study 

sample (N = 146) of former political prisoners (mean age was 53.7 years) from the GDR. 

Bichescu and colleagues (2005) examined 56 former political prisoners of communist 

Rumania (aged 60-87 years) and assessed a 45%-prevalence rate for lifelong PTSD and a 

31%-prevalence rate for current PTSD. Differences in PTSD rates of political prisoners can 

be attributed to many factors, such as sampling differences, extent of former political 

commitment, length of prison term, socio-political setting after release etc. To my knowledge, 

no studies on former political prisoners of the Soviet Union have been conducted yet in order 

to determine lifetime or current PTSD rates. 

 Many individuals who do not meet all the diagnostic criteria of PTSD can nevertheless 

display a high degree of symptoms. This subsyndromal form of PTSD reportedly interferes 

with academic and occupational functioning, though to a lesser degree than full-fledged PTSD 

(Stein et al., 1997). Norris (1992) found that among the 13 % of PTSD patients 68 % met 

criterion B and 53% met criterion D, but only 16 % met criterion C.  If fewer than three 

symptoms for criterion C had been required in this study, the rates for PTSD would have 

doubled (Norris, 1992). A significant number of persons with subsyndromal PTSD has also 

been detected in samples of former political prisoners and war veterans (Bauer et al., 1993; 

Harel, Kahana, & Wilson, 1993). 

 PTSD is a disorder with high comorbidity rates. The NCS reported that 88.3 % of men 

with lifetime PTSD and 79 % of women with lifetime PTSD had a lifetime history of at least 

one other disorder (Kessler et al., 1995). According to this study, the most common comorbid 

disorders among men were alcohol use/dependence (51.9 %) and major depressive episode 

(MDE) (47.9 %). Among women, MDE (48.5 %) and phobic disorders (28.4 - 29 %) were 

most prevalent (Kessler et al., 1995). Studies conducted on former political prisoners yielded 

high comorbidity rates for depression, claustrophobia, social phobia, substance abuse, 
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somatization symptoms and dissociative disorders among test participants (Basoglu, Livanou 

& Crnobaric, 2007; Bichescu et al., 2005; Maercker & Schützwohl, 1997). Both traumatic 

exposure and PTSD have been found to increase the incidence rate for health problems (e.g. 

Schnurr, Spiro & Paris, 2000; van Houdenhove et al., 2001; Walker et al., 1999). Schnurr and 

Green (2004) propose a complex model in which PTSD acts as the key mechanism by whose 

means trauma exposure can lead to poor health. Traumatic experiences and their after-effects 

can also have fatal implications on the victims. An epidemiological study reported that the 

suicidal tendency of persons diagnosed with PTSD was about 15 times higher than among 

those without PTSD symptoms (Davidson, Hughes, Blazer, & George, 1991). These findings 

illustrate the importance of accurate PTSD diagnosis and its well-timed intervention.   

 

1.2.4 Factors related to PTSD 

  

 Devising diagnostic tools which help to identify and differentiate those individuals 

vulnerable to trauma and consecutive pathological psychological responses from  those either 

unaffected by traumatic events or else able to process the traumatic events and undergo a 

maturing towards personal growth are of high interest to researchers and medical practitioners 

alike (Herman, 1992; Maercker, Schützwohl, & Solomon, 1999). There is no consensus 

among researchers about how to define resilience to traumatic stress (Lepore & Levenson, 

2006). In the current study, resilience refers to the general ability to resist and to recover from 

stressful situations (Lepore & Levenson, 2006).The concept of vulnerability refers to an 

increased susceptibility of the human organism to the adverse effects of traumatic stress 

(Layne, Warren, Watson, & Shalev, 2007).  

 Various quantifiable characteristic traits of individuals, their social and physical 

environment and their traumatic encounters have been collected in the search for determining 

factors which increase the risk of developing PTSD after a traumatic event. Kraemer and 

colleagues (1997) have proposed a framework for risk factor assessment, which helps to 

categorize different types of risk factors and their mode of influence. According to Kraemer 

and colleagues, a risk factor is a factor which precedes outcome and significantly ties to it. 

Bearing that in mind, a risk factor enables classification of the population to high-risk group 

and low-risk group (Kraemer, Kazdin, Offord, & Kessler, 1997). A causal risk factor on the 

other hand can be manipulated and is thus able to alter the risk of outcome.  Kraemer and 
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colleagues (1997) propose that risk factors which cannot change or be manipulated be referred 

to as fixed markers, factors such as most demographic variables, key aspects of trauma 

exposure and a number of pre-trauma characteristics. The researchers emphasize the 

importance of distinguishing causal risk factors from other risk factors, because otherwise 

prevention plans and intervention programs which focus on concomitant effects and/or 

consequences of PTSD probably would not be effective. Unfortunately, most research studies 

on PTSD have not used prospective longitudinal or experimental designs which could have 

helped to identify causal risk factors. Moreover, most connections between risk factors and 

PTSD are complex and moderated by other variables (Kraemer et al., 1997). It is important to 

note, that factors, which are sometimes described as protective factors, are not always just the 

opposite of risk factors (Lepore & Revenson, 2006). 

 Risk factors of PTSD can be divided into psychosocial, genetic and biological factors. 

The emphasis of this study is on psychosocial factors. Psychosocial risk factors are often 

divided up into aspects of the traumatic event, pre-existing character traits of the trauma 

victim and posttraumatic circumstances (e.g. Vogt, King, & King, 2007). Recent studies have 

also shown that factors attributed to the onset of PTSD differ from those associated with 

persisting symptoms of PTSD (e.g. Freedman, Brandes, Peri, & Shalev, 1999; McFarlane & 

Yehuda, 1996). According to a study conducted on Vietnam veterans, development of PTSD 

was related to pre-, peri-, and posttraumatic factors, whereas persistence of PTSD was mainly 

related to peri- and posttraumatic factors (Schnurr, Lunney & Sengupta, 2004). To date, two 

meta-analyses have been conducted on risk factors of PTSD (Brewin, Andrews, & Valentine, 

2000; Ozer, Best, Lipsey, & Weiss, 2003). 

 In following passages, I will shortly review the empirical findings of two recent meta-

analyses about pre-, peri-, and posttraumatic risk factors and compare those findings with risk 

factors reportedly associated with onset and maintenance of PTSD in political prisoners or 

other torture victims. For the sake of convenience I will use the term risk factors whenever 

quoted authors have done, even if the proper terminology by Kraemer et al. (1997) would 

suggest otherwise (e.g. fixed marker) and even if those so-called risk factors result from 

cross-sectional studies.   

 

1.2.5 Pretraumatic factors 
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 Pretraumatic factors consist of sociodemographic variables and personal 

characteristics. Preexisting criteria, which have been found to increase the likelihood of 

developing PTSD, are female gender, younger age at trauma exposure, lower socioeconomic 

status, lower education, lower intelligence, minority status, previous psychiatric diseases, 

exposure to previous trauma and familial history of  psychiatric diseases (Brewin et al., 2000; 

Ozer et al., 2003). Both meta-analyses show that preceding trauma exposure influences PTSD 

symptoms more strongly than other pretraumatic variables. Generally speaking however, 

pretraumatic variables are only moderately significant for PTSD diagnosis. Studies have 

shown that younger age at trauma exposure proved to be significant for PTSD in military 

study participants but was not indicative in civilian participants (Brewin et al., 2000). 

  According to a correlational analysis conducted by Basoglu and colleagues, younger 

age during political imprisonment was moderately associated to PTSD symptoms (Basoglu et 

al., 1994b). Another research project however demonstrated that age at the time of arrest had 

no significant effect on PTSD using logistic regression analysis to predict PTSD diagnosis 

(Bichescu, 2006). Basoglu and colleagues (1997) reported that the political commitment of 

prisoners could play an important role in developing PTSD symptoms. Tortured non-activists, 

for example, were subject to less severe torture compared to tortured political activists, but 

showed higher levels of psychopathological behaviour (Basoglu et al., 1997). Ehlers, 

Maercker and Boos (2000) reported that political commitment did not discriminate between 

former political prisoners with and without PTSD, despite the correlational trend towards 

lower PTSD scores in former political prisoners who had been politically active before their 

arrest.  

 

1.2.6 Peritraumatic factors 

  

 Peritraumatic factors include features of the traumatic experience as well as cognitive 

and emotional responses to the trauma. The features of traumatic events have been studied 

extensively due to their strong relationship to PTSD. Meta-analyses have confirmed the 

strong relationship between PTSD and the severity of a traumatic event operationalized as an 

event severity or as a degree of life threat (Brewin et al., 2000; Ozer et al., 2003). The 

cumulative effect of trauma exposure to PTSD symptoms, also known as a dose-response 

model, has been verified in political prisoners as well as refugee samples that had been 
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exposed to massive violence (e.g. Bichescu, 2006; March, 2003; Mollica, McInnes, Poole & 

Tor, 1998; Neuner et al., 2004a; Paker, Paker, & Yüksel, 1992). 

  Bichescu (2006) reported that both level of exposure to mistreatment and subjectively 

perceived distress predicted lifetime and current PTSD diagnoses. On the other hand, Basoglu 

and colleagues (1995) found that perceived severity of torture (measured in subjective distress 

ratings) predicted PTSD outcome in torture victims, but the objective severity of torture 

(measured in number of exposures to torture) did not. Various cognitive responses to trauma 

have been analyzed in order to assess their predictive capability on PTSD. Ehlers, Marcker 

and Boos (2000) found that mental defeat (defined as forsaking all efforts to maintain one's 

sense of self-identity and autonomous will) and an overall feeling of alienation from other 

people predicted PTSD symptom severity in former political prisoners. Maercker, Beauducel 

and Schützwohl (2000) found that lifetime PTSD symptoms in former political prisoners were 

predicted by initial reactions to trauma (distress, emotional reactions and perceived threat to 

life) and thus proved to be more significant for the onset of PTSD symptoms than objectively 

measured severity of trauma.  

 Basoglu and colleagues emphasized the victim's disposition towards the government 

and towards an uncertain treatment in prison as relevant for developing protective cognitive 

mechanism and subsequent trauma processing (Basoglu et al., 1996; Basoglu et al. 1997). 

Disbelief towards a “benevolent state” for example meant judging police and state more 

negatively, thus mistrusting state authority, and accusing them of injustice (Basoglu et al., 

1996). Psychological preparedness included knowledge of torture methods, prior expectations 

of torture, previous exposure to similar traumatic stressors and the perception that torture was 

simply an instrument of repression used by the regime (Basoglu et al., 1997). Prospective 

studies have verified the relationship between cognitive factors such as early appraisal of and 

processing styles after trauma encounters and subsequent severity of PTSD symptoms 

(Dunmore, Clark, Ehlers, 2001). 

 

1.2.7 Posttraumatic factors 

 

 Posttraumatic factors which are studied in relation to PTSD onset and persistence 

include individual reactions to traumatic encounters such as confiding in others, and social 

environment after trauma experience. Absence of social support had the strongest association 
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to PTSD symptoms in Brewin and colleagues' meta-analysis, followed by additional life 

stressors (Brewin et al., 2000). Ozer and colleagues discovered a moderate association 

between social support and PTSD but did not examine the significance of additional life 

stressors on PTSD (Ozer et al., 2003). Generally speaking, additional life stressors released 

political prisoners might have been exposed to have not been studied much. Basoglu and 

colleagues (2004a) found that negative aspects of the prison experience not only affected the 

victim but also his/her family, and negative effect of imprisonment on family proved to be the 

strongest predictor for PTSD diagnosis. The maintenance of PTSD was predicted by 

persecutions after prison release in a Rumanian study (Bichescu, 2006).  

 Availability and quality of social resources can provide social, psychological and 

economic benefits to survivors in the aftermath of traumatic events. Then again, persons 

suffering from posttraumatic stress disorder may deliberately avoid situations and people 

which could remind them of their traumatic experiences, even avoid social encounters 

altogether due to feelings of estrangement towards others (Schützwohl, Maercker & Manz, 

1999). Researchers do not agree on the significance of social support for political victims 

since studies have yielded different results in that regard. One study reported that 

psychological assistance as a special form of support was related to less current PTSD 

symptoms (Bichescu et al., 2005). Basoglu and colleagues (2004a) however claimed that lack 

of support predicted onset and prevalence of anxiety and depression in victims, but not of 

PTSD. 

 The patronizing nature of social support deserves special attention among populations 

such as victims of massive political repression and concentration camp survivors, who have 

lost their parents, siblings, friends and neighbours in many instances. Harel, Kahana & 

Kahana (1993) reported that perceived social support was related to higher psychological 

well-being among aging Holocaust survivors, and conceptualized four dimensions of social 

resources: social networks, social interactions, receiving or providing social support, and self-

disclosure (Harel et al., 1993). Social networks can provide a platform for social interaction 

fostering social exchange between members (e.g. oral and written communication, get-

togethers etc.) and thus act as a potential source of support. Both practical support and 

emotional support help individuals to endure stressful situations, increase their well-being and 

help them to maintain a sense of self (Harel et al., 1993). Offering support to others can instill 

a heightened sense of competence and self-esteem on behalf of the person providing it 
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(Kahana, Kahana, Harel, Segal, 1986). Although self-disclosure is closely linked to social 

support, it is not explicitly tied to any social device; devices which enable social interaction 

(Harel et al., 1993). Thus, the significance of self-disclosure within the context of social 

interaction will be further discussed in the next chapters. 

 

1.2.8 Disclosure 

 

 Sharing negative experiences with others or writing about them not only benefits a 

patient in psychotherapy but also the individual in everyday life. Self-disclosure is relevant 

for forming close social bonds with others. In the context of traumatic experiences, the ability 

of the victim to share his or her personal concerns, discomfort, and painful feelings with 

others can alleviate emotional distress and raise social support needed to relieve stress (Harel 

et al., 1993). Confiding in others to share an experience with them (or, at least, translating it 

into language) helps an individual to integrate the event into the “inner schemata” of self and 

bring it into relation to the world, to connect the trauma's sensory-emotional components with 

the autobiographical memory, and to find meaning in the experience (Frankl, 1987; Horowitz, 

1997; Meichenbaum, 2006; Schauer et al., 2005).  

 Repeated conversations about a traumatic experience or event in detail including the 

event's sensory, emotional and cognitive components are central to cognitive-behavioural (in 

sensu) exposure therapies and NET, and thus are used on traumatized patients (Foa & 

Rothbaum, 1998; Schauer, Neuner, & Elbert, 2005). The behavioural mechanism that 

underlies repeated recollection is the habituation of emotional reactions (Foa & Rothbaum, 

1998). Because avoidance of trauma-related thoughts and conversations is characteristic of 

PTSD, individuals suffering from it are often reluctant to share their traumatic experiences 

(Herman, 1992). Self-disclosure to significant others (talking) was positively associated with 

mental health status in a sample of Nazi Holocaust survivors (Harel et al., 1993). 

 Disclosure requires both personal initiative by and a response from the listener. If he 

or she reacts negatively to the disclosure, the victim's mental health can be further affected 

negatively (e.g. Roesler, 1994). Social context and social support are also important 

prerequisites for self-disclosure since both can affect the mode of social interactions in 

relationships (Harel et al., 1993). Released political prisoners were prohibited from talking 

about their imprisonment during Soviet occupation, thus disclosure about prison camp 
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experiences could only take place in a circle of very close and highly-trusted friends or family 

members (Applebaum, 2003). Anepaio (2001) concludes from her interviews conducted with 

survivors of mass deportations in Estonia that the level of disclosure to family members 

seems, especially to the younger generation, is linked to the level of successful integration of 

past traumatic events to one's life story as well as to the interest or lack of interest of the 

family. She suggests that repressed persons held organized or private meetings as they could 

help to validate and reconstruct traumatic experiences, particularly focusing on their cheerful 

and heroic aspects (Anepaio, 2001). A study of Maercker and Müller (2004) examined former 

political prisoners from East Germany and found that both perceived general disapproval of 

their status as victim as well as their reluctance to talk about their traumatic experiences were 

moderately positively correlated to PTSD symptoms.  

 Another possibility of self-disclosure is writing. Although it seems less advantageous 

to talking given a of lack of support or reflection by another person, experiments with healthy 

participants conducted by Pennebaker and colleagues showed that writing about traumatic 

events had a beneficial effect on the participants' health outcome and psychological well-

being (e.g. Pennebaker, 1985; Pennebaker & Beall, 1986). Obviously, writing cannot replace 

psychotherapy, especially not for those suffering from PTSD. Nevertheless, it may help to 

attribute a meaning to the trauma encountered and may also help to integrate all traumatic 

experiences into a coherent narrative. Especially in the beginning of the 1990s, many people 

in Estonia heeded  the call of ethnologists who were collecting their life stories during Soviet 

occupation (Anepaio, 2001).This research paper examines the relationship between 

oral/written self-disclosure of former political prisoners and PTSD symptoms. 

1.2.9 Posttraumatic growth 

 Besides trauma-related psychopathological symptoms, researchers have shown 

increased interest in positive psychological or personal changes related to trauma. Possible 

positive results of trauma management had already been discussed by a few humanistic and 

existential psychologists, but have been rediscovered 10-15 years ago (e.g. Zollner & 

Maercker, 2006). Posttraumatic growth is one of the concepts used to describe the positive 

coping reactions to stressful life events. It refers to the change within a person that arises from 

struggling with a major life crisis which goes beyond his or her previous life experience and 

expertise (Tedeschi & Calhoun, 1995; 2006). Successfully coping with such a traumatic 
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experience can affect a person's life positively and lead to changes such as personal growth, 

personal benefits, new life priorities, a deepened sense of purpose, a deepened sense of 

connection to others and/or heightened sense of spirituality (Tedeschi & Calhoun, 1995).                       

 The adaptive significance of posttraumatic growth has been studied on various 

samples, including college students, medical patients, Holocaust survivors who were 

imprisoned during childhood and former political prisoners from the GDR (Lev-Wiesel & 

Amir, 2003; Maercker 1998; Maercker & Langner, 2001; Park, Cohen & Murch, 1996). 

Zoellner and Maercker (2006) reviewed the empirical findings about the relationship between 

posttraumatic growth and psychological adjustment and concluded that there seemed to be no 

systematic relationship between posttraumatic growth and PTSD symptoms or other distress 

symptoms in cross-relational studies. According to my knowledge, the only study which has 

assessed posttraumatic growth in political prisoners to date reported correlations between       

r = - .19 and r = .08 with general measures of mental health (Maercker, 1998). This lack of 

relationship has been explained by a possible component of distorted positive illusions in the 

process of posttraumatic growth, related to cognitive avoidance strategies (Ford, Tennen & 

Albert, 2006; Maercker, 1998; Maercker & Langner, 2001). Results from a longitudinal study 

on victims which had suffered through three different types of disaster suggest that 

posttraumatic growth can attenuate the effects of trauma exposure (McMillen, Smith, & 

Fisher,1997).                                                                                                                            

 Personal characteristics which have been found to be related to posttraumatic growth 

include openness to experience, optimism, internal locus of control, positive re-appraisal, 

acceptance coping (accepting situations that cannot be changed), rumination and a quest for 

meaning (Calhoun & Tedeschi, 1998; Maercker et al., 1999; Park et al., 1996; Tedeschi & 

Calhoun, 1991). A study on Holocaust survivors who had been children during their 

imprisonment reported a significant relationship between social support from friends and 

posttraumatic growth (Lev-Wiesel & Amir, 2003). Some researchers have commented on the 

advantageous use of posttraumatic growth in psychotherapy with trauma survivors (Zollner & 

Maercker, 2006; Lyons, 2008). Given the novel enterprise to research more deeply on 

posttraumatic growth, advantages and disadvantages of different conceptualisation methods 

and research instruments are still a matter a discussion. Park and Lechner (2006) as well as 

Ford, Tennen and Albert (2008) have proposed a critical review of the literature about and 

suggestions on posttraumatic growth. Studying posttraumatic growth in former political 
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prisoners from Estonia could contribute more deeply to the research on possible positive 

outcomes of severe traumatic experiences. In the current sample, most prisoners had been 

rather young at the time of arrest and had to endure long imprisonment periods. Considering 

that these prisoners had most likely been exposed to torture, its effects on these young people 

must have changed their views of themselves, others and the world tremendously. By 

conceptualizing traumatic reactions not only in terms of psychopathology but taking into 

account also the positive psychological changes, the long-term consequences of political 

repression and torture can be understood more holistically.  

1.2.10 Long-term consequences of trauma in older adults 

 Chronic consequences of trauma, especially resulting from political repression, have 

become more evident nowadays, considering the fact that most survivors who lived either 

through WW II, the Holocaust or survived political repression by Communist regimes in 

Eastern Europe have reached their seventies or eighties. Evidence drawn from studies on 

Holocaust survivors and WWII veterans seems to point to lasting psychological damages in 

the victims of whom a significant number meets the diagnostic criteria for PTSD even 

decades later (Engdahl, Dikel, Eberly & Blank, 1997; Kruse & Schmitt, 1999; Sutker, Allain 

& Winstead, 1993). “Vulnerability” theories, which suggest that the extent of psychological 

trauma as well as cognitive, social and health-related challenges increase with age while 

coping abilities simultaneously decrease over time, stand in contrast to “resilience” theories, 

which suggest that coping abilities increase with age (e.g. Maercker, 1999; Solomon & 

Ginzburg, 1999; Bonanno, Galea, Bucciarelli, & Vlahov, 2007). 

 Factors that have been shown to precede worsening of PTSD symptoms in war 

veterans of higher age include aging, reduced activity, especially after retirement, as well as 

increased introspection with focus given to one's past (Port, Engdahl & Frasier, 2001; Op den 

Velde et al., 1993). Solomon and Ginzburg (1999) argue that particularly retirement may be a 

vulnerable period for Holocaust survivors: firstly, retirees experience a loss of status, social 

interactions and self-esteem; secondly, their retirement substitutes work time which helped to 

shift attention away from traumatic memories; and thirdly, retirement may act as a trigger to 

evoke long-lost feelings and memories of traumatic experiences, since former Holocaust 

prisoners had become conditioned to equate inability to work with death threats. Furthermore, 

aged people often have to face the loss of friends, relatives or spouses, which may remind 
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traumatized persons of the losses encountered during the traumatic event. Age-related 

deterioration of health has been shown to trigger the exacerbation of PTSD symptoms, 

considering that hospitalization or admission to a nursing home may activate Holocaust 

memories (Hamner, 1994; Solomon & Ginzburg, 1999). Floyd, Rice and Black (2002) have 

proposed a cognitive aging perspective to explain the recurrence of PTSD in old age. They 

suggest that age-related decreases in attention may increase the likelihood of trauma-related 

memories, which in turn can aggravate the distress associated with  traumatic memories 

especially since working memory, explicit memory, and prospective memory are gradually 

decreasing (Floyd, Rice & Black, 2002). 

  On the other hand, data derived from several studies on PTSD prevalence in 

community samples suggest that PTSD prevalence is lower among higher-aged population 

samples than compared to their younger counterparts (Fontana & Rosenheck, 1994; Norris, 

1992). It has been suggested that those studies underestimate the real lifetime rates of PTSD 

due to selection effects required by an increased mortality rate among elderly participants 

(Schnurr & Green, 2004). Older adults may also misinterpret psychological difficulties as 

somatic complaints or be reluctant to report psychological symptoms due to fear of 

stigmatization (Cook & Niederehe, 2007). There have been few longitudinal studies on the 

development of chronic PTSD symptoms in older adults; however, one study reported that 

60% of the participating ex-prisoners of war (average age 75.5 years) had been suffering from 

an increase of PTSD symptoms over a 4-year interval (Port, Engdahl, Frazier & Eberly, 

2002).  

 The interaction of psychological consequences of trauma and deteriorating 

developmental tasks at higher age can tremendously affect the treatment of older patients (cf. 

Cook & Niederehe, 2007; Schützwohl, Maercker & Manz, 1999). Older adults might have 

less access to mental health services due to impaired mobility and additional expenses (Cook 

& Niederehe, 2007). They may also lack familiarity with psychological services, and even 

more likely lack knowledge of psychotherapy and its potential benefits considering the fact 

that it was not as commonly practiced in the Soviet Union as in Western countries (Havenaar, 

Meijler-Iljina, van den Bout, & Melnikov, 1998). The reluctance towards psychological 

services may also be due to a cohort effect of persons who vividly remember the authoritarian 

methods and confidentiality issues in Soviet-practiced psychiatry (Havenaar et al., 1998). 

Research of PTSD symptoms in former Estonian political prisoners of higher age and of 
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disclosure about the symptom-related distress to mental health professionals is a first step in 

exploring the mental well-being of a generation that has been exposed to various traumatic 

events. So far, no empirical studies pertaining to this subject have been conducted in Estonia.  

 

1.3 Aims of the study  

 Since the end of WWII, a significant amount of research has been conducted on 

Holocaust victims and their psychological constitution after surviving the concentration 

camps. Almost 20 years after the collapse of another totalitarian state, little is known about 

the psychological well-being of victims who were politically repressed by the Soviet Union 

and sent to Soviet labor camps. The present thesis is the first enterprise to empirically analyze 

the long-term effects of Soviet repression in a group of former political prisoners from 

Estonia. Since political prisoners were most likely to have suffered from maltreatment and 

torture during imprisonment, they were selected for this study. Current and lifetime PTSD and 

current depression were assessed as psychological outcomes. Additionally, strategies 

prisoners used to cope with traumatic events were documented including activities such as 

turning to others for psychological support and/or active participation in organizations for 

politically repressed people. Regression analyses were performed with possible predictor 

variables for current and lifetime PTSD. Positive after-effects of imprisonment experiences 

were assessed with Posttraumatic Growth Inventory. 

 In sum, the study's aim was: (1) to document the scope and severity of persecution and 

maltreatment of former political prisoners during and after imprisonment; (2) to assess the 

range of  PTSD and Major Depression  in order to determine the need for therapeutic 

treatment, (3) to examine the relationship between sociodemographic factors, imprisonment 

conditions, traumatic  exposure and PTSD symptoms, especially assessing the significance of 

social networks and social interaction, (4)  to identify and describe the factors related to 

imprisonment, aspects of the pre-imprisonment and post-imprisonment environment of the 

prisoners that predict the onset and persistence of PTSD symptoms, (5) to measure the 

victims' satisfaction with reparations and  examine reasons for dissatisfaction, (6) to assess the 

psychometric quality of the Estonian PTGI version and test its diagnostic significance on 

victims of political repression, (7) to examine the relationship between traumatic exposure, 

PTSD symptoms and posttraumatic growth.    
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2 Method 
2.1 Participants 

 The participants in the study were former political prisoners in Estonia (N = 33), 

arrested and convicted for their political activity prior to or for their political resistance during 

the Soviet occupation (1944-1991) (for a complete summary of reasons for arrest see chapter 

3.1). They had all been sentenced by a court or war tribunal or a Special Committee according 

to § 58 of the Penal Code of the ESSR, which contained of a list of counterrevolutionary 

crimes. Every participant held the legal status of a former political prisoner and owned an 

Estonian government certificate which identified the bearer as an unlawfully repressed 

person. All but two participants were recruited through several organizations representing 

either former political prisoners or unlawfully repressed persons: the Unions of Former 

Political Prisoners in Tallinn and Tartu, Memento Liit in Tartu and the Union of Former 

Student Freedom Fighters in Tartu. The remaining two participants did not belong to any of 

the organizations mentioned above but were acquaintances of some organization members 

and thus recruited by them.  

 Altogether, 37 (27 male, 10 female) former political prisoners were contacted and 

invited to participate, and 35 (25 male and 10 female) agreed to partake. Those who declined 

were either medically ill (n = 1) or had been involved in a recent accident (n = 1). Due to the 

participants' high age, the Mini Mental State Inventory (Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh, 1975) 

was used to determine cognitive impairment and two participants had to be eliminated due to 

their low test results (26 and lower). The final number of study participants was N = 33 

former political prisoners (see table 1 for sociodemographic data). The mean age at the time 

of the study was 78.5 (SD = 6.8; range 57-87 years). The average time passed since prison 

release was 49.4 (SD = 10.6) years.  

 Given the lack of recent data on surviving Estonian political prisoners the 

representative significance of the sample size is difficult to assess. The only available data 

collection of political prisoners in Soviet Estonia from 1944-1988 and thus the only means of 

comparison is based on the scarce archive material that documented the identities and   

imprisonment terms of repressed persons. Based on these documents, the mean length of an 

imprisonment sentence was 15 years, compared to the mean of 10.7 (SD = 5.8) years in the 

current sample. Moreover, the average percentage of women arrested in Estonia was 9.7 %, 
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yet seems unreliable for representative purposes as the relative number of female prisoners 

was growing steadily between 1943 and 1949 and reached a peak of 17.1-21.0% between 

1949 and 1954 (Õispuu, 2005b). The participants' high age and the higher mortality rate 

among former prisoners serving longer prison terms could account for those deviations 

(according to the report of Statistics Estonia of 2006 the life expectancy for men was 67.4 

years and for women 78.6 years).    

  

         Table 1 Descriptive statistics (N = 33) 

   n % 
Mean age in years (SD)  78.5 (6.8) 
Gender   
          Male 23 69.7 
          Female 10 30.3 
Family status   
          Married 20 60.6 
          Widow 10 30.3 
          Never married 3 9.1 
Highest education level   
Basic education 4 12.1 
  Secondary school 9 27.3 
  Technical college 2 6.1 
  Higher education 18 54.5 
Occupational status   
          Working* 10 30.3 
          Retired 23 69.7 

         * part time or full time 
 
 
2.2 Instruments and procedure 

 

 The assessments were carried out between February-March 2008 by the author. Most 

of the participants had been approached earlier (October 2007) and had already signed an 

informed consent that explained research purpose, methods used, confidentiality issues, 

possible risks and advantages related to the study and the participants’ voluntary involvement. 

The assessment was done according to following procedure: short introduction, signing of the 

informed consent (if not already done before), documentation of self-reported variables under 

assistance (i.e. variables that quantify sociodemographic information, cognitive impairment 

and traumatic conditions during imprisonment), and structured interview for PTSD diagnosis 

and depression. Following the interview, questionnaires were administered to rate the 

participants’ traumatic experiences, satisfaction with reparation services and posttraumatic 
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growth. Given participants' high age and possible visual or motor impairments, the complete 

assessment was conducted in an interview-mode; the interviewer read the questions aloud and 

recorded the answers. The average interview session was ca. 2.5 -3.5 hours long. 

 (1) Sociodemographic information about the participants asked for name, age, 

 education, marital status and occupational status  

(2) Mini Mental State Inventory (MMSI; Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh, 1975). Given 

the participants’ high age and likely cognitive impairment, the MMSI was 

administered in the beginning of the interview to evaluate the mental performance of 

the participants. The MMSI covers eleven aspects such as time and space orientation, 

immediate memory, attention and mental calculation, short-term memory, language 

and executive functions. The maximum total score is 30, assessed by the sum of 

correct items. Scores over 27 are considered normal; scores below 26 are considered a 

sign of cognitive impairment.  

(3) Persecution and Maltreatment Checklist (Maercker & Schützwohl, 1997; 

Maercker, Beaducel, & Schützwohl, 2000) is a semi-structured interview that was 

developed in order to assess persecution and maltreatment conditions during political 

imprisonment in Eastern Germany. The checklist was translated and back-translated 

into Estonian for this study. Some adjustments were made after calibrating pilot 

assessment results and reviewing historical sources (Applebaum, 2003; Courtois et al, 

1997; Niitsoo, 1997) as well as published memoirs by former political prisoners (e.g. 

Madisson, 1996; Sarv, 2002). Following items were added to the original checklist: 

beatings to the head, beating of foot soles (falanga), mock executions, forced standing, 

blindfolding, violence with a gun, sexual harassment, rape, torture of genitals, 

electrical torture, forced intake of drugs or alcohol, humiliation, being forced to betray 

or maltreat other prisoners, deprivation of social contacts to family members, refusal 

of medical help, hunger, other inhumane conditions (see results section for the 

complete list of maltreatment categories). Each maltreatment category ended with an 

open question asking for other torture methods the respondent might have had to 

endure. The first section of the interview included questions about the time, length and 

place of arrestment, the second and third section asked each 14 questions about the 

specific conditions during pre-trial detention (2), and about the conditions during 

imprisonment (3). Each torture method was rated by occurrence of the specific 
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maltreatment category (yes or no) and by self-ratings of perceived level of distress on 

a seven-point scale from 1 (not at all disturbing) to 7 (extremely disturbing). The total 

score for maltreatment during imprisonment was calculated by the summation of 

maltreatment categories from sections 2 + 3 (maximum score was 58). The total 

distress index was calculated by the summation of all means from the distress ratings.  

(4) Additional questions about persecution and maltreatment were added to the 

checklist after the pilot assessment hoping to obtain additional information about the 

spectrum of persecution and of factors that could contribute to the development of 

posttraumatic symptoms. The questions covered topics pertaining to the conviction 

paragraph, to political activity prior to arrest and to persecution after release. Had the 

participant been subject to persecution after release, the mode of persecution was 

assessed by three categories: problems pertaining to living place/residence permit, 

problems pertaining to the academic and/or occupational career and secret surveillance 

and tracing of former prisoners 

(5) Composite International Diagnostic Interview (CIDI; World Health Organization, 

1997) Sections K and E of the CIDI were used for diagnostic purposes (i.e. PTSD and 

major depression). The CIDI is a structured interview noted for its validity and 

reliability and is used to diagnose mental disorders in adult populations. During PTSD 

assessment the skip rules of CIDI were not applied in order to analyse both symptoms 

and diagnosis for PTSD. In addition to current PTSD (prevalence in the last 12 

months), lifetime PTSD was assessed as well. The total score of symptoms was 

calculated adding the symptoms of all PTSD subscales together (maximum possible 

score was 17). The score of lifetime exposure to traumatic events was calculated as a 

sum of events according to the CIDI checklist. In the CIDI section on depression, only 

current symptoms of major depression were assessed.  

(6) The disclosure and reparation questionnaire was created specifically for this study 

and consisted of four questions. Question 1 was an extended version of question K43.1 

from the PTSD section of the CIDI. It asked precisely for the kind of help the 

respondent received from his doctor or psychologist when describing psychological 

symptoms. The second question asked about the extent to which the respondents were 

able to share their persecution and maltreatment experiences with family members or 

friends. Answers were recorded on a four-point scale from 1 (I have been able to talk 
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about everything) to 4 (I have not talked about it at all). The third question asked about 

the awareness about different rehabilitation services offered by the state or by different 

NGOs. Answers were recorded on a four-point scale ranging from 1 (I am very well 

informed) to 4 (I am not informed at all/not interested at all). The interviewer would 

correct the self-ratings if participants had given contradictory information to the self-

ratings during the interview part. The fourth question assessed the use of (yes or no) 

and satisfaction with rehabilitation services (on a scale from 1 “not at all satisfied” to 5 

“very satisfied”) as follows: participation in and requesting support from organisations 

of former political prisoners, medical assistance, psychological assistance, juridical 

aid, and financial support (pension and compensations). Satisfaction with public and 

political recognition was assessed separately. Additionally, each participant was asked 

to provide suggestions or recommendations on how to improve the reparation services. 

(7) The Posttraumatic Growth Inventory (PTGI; Tedeschi & Calhoun, 1996) is a 21-

item self-report scale that measures the degree of positive changes experienced in the 

aftermath of a traumatic event.  The PTGI has five subscales: Relating to Others 

(seven items), New Opportunities (five items), Personal Strength (four items), 

Spiritual Change (two items), and Appreciation of Life (three items). Each item was 

rated on a six-point Likert scale, ranging from 0 (I did not experience this change as a 

result of my crisis) to 5 (I experienced this change to a high degree as a result of my 

crisis). Internal consistency for the total score and subscales of PTGI has been reported 

as satisfactory (α coefficients ranging from .67 to .90) and the test-retest reliability 

over two months was .71 (Tedeschi & Calhoun, 1996). In addition, the concurrent, 

discriminate, and construct validity of the PTGI have been examined by Tedeschi and 

Calhoun (1996). The PTGI was translated into Estonian and back-translated for this 

study. According to the thesis' intention, the questions referred to the imprisonment 

experiences and to the ensuing persecution. Pilot assessment sessions with several 

former political prisoners showed that the Estonian translation contained questions 

both comprehensible and easy- to-answer. 

  

2.3 Data analysis 

 Due to the small number of participants in this study, nonparametric analyses were 

preferred to parametric analyses. Spearman rank order correlations were calculated to explore 
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the relationships between variables. In order to analyze group differences, the Kruskal-Wallis 

test was used instead of between-subjects ANOVA and the Mann-Whitney U-test was used 

instead of the t-test whenever the variances of two groups differed significantly. Regression 

analyses for lifetime and current PTSD symptoms were conducted in order to explore the 

independent contributions of each predictor variable to the prediction of the symptom score. 

The principal components analysis with varimax rotation was calculated to test the 

comparability of the Estonian translation of the PTGI to the original test version by Tedeschi 

and Calhoun (1996). 

  

3 Results 
3.1 Conditions of arrest and exposure to maltreatment during detention 

 

 At the time of arrest, the youngest arrested participant was 14 years old, the oldest was 

42 years old. The mean age at the time of arrest was 22.1 (SD = 6.4) years. 81.8% (n = 27) of 

the interviewed people were arrested once, 15.2% (n = 5) were arrested twice and one 

participant was arrested four times. The pre-trial detention lasted on average 8.1 months (SD 

= 4.6). After the trial or decision of a Special Council or military tribunal the detainees were 

convicted for imprisonment lasting from 3 to 25 years (M = 10.7; SD = 5.8). Fourteen (42.4%) 

of the participants were sentenced additionally for exile or loss of their legal rights. This 

additional sentence was to start after the release from the prison and could last from 2 to 8 

years (M = 4.4; SD = 1.5). The average duration of imprisonment was usually shorter than the 

sentence, lasting from 3.9 years to 22 years (M = 8.8; SD = 3.0).  

 When asked about the unexpectedness of the arrest, for 24.2% (n = 8) of the 

participants the arrest came totally unexpected. For 12.1 % (n = 4) the arrest was rather 

unexpected than certain. About 15.2 % (n = 5) of the participants could not decide whether 

the arrest was unexpected or certain. For 42.4 % (N = 14) the arrest was rather certain than 

unexpected and 6.1 % (n = 2) knew certainly that they would be arrested. Prior to the 

arrestment, 51.5 % (n =17) of participants had been active in resistance organisations, 24.2 % 

(n = 8) had volunteered in Finnish or German army to fight against Red Army, one participant 

was engaged into resistance without any organisational background and 21.2 % (n = 7) had 

not been politically active before their arrestment. Those who had not been politically active 

before their arrestment were persecuted either because of the their work in administrative 
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organisations of Estonian Republic (n = 1), because of their family members belonging to 

national defence forces of Estonian Republic or fighting in German Army (n = 3), because of 

having guns at home and not reporting them to Soviet administration (n = 1) or just because 

of being in a wrong place on a wrong time (n = 2). About 27.3 % (n = 9) were imprisoned in 

years 1944-1945, 54.5 % (n = 18) between 1946 and 1953, and 18.2 % (n = 6) in years 1954-

1983.  

 All 33 participants had experienced some sort of persecution also after the release 

from prison. After their release, 45.5 % (n = 15) of the former prisoners reported that they 

were secretly followed, information was collected about them or their telephone was 

overheard. Problems finding work appropriate for their qualification or continuing their 

studies because of their imprisonment were reported by 78.8 % (n = 26). Difficulties with 

returning to former living place or with registration by local authorities were reported by 63.6 

% (n = 21).  

 Table 2 gives information about different conditions of maltreatment during detention. 

More detailed information about physical and psychological maltreatment during detention is 

presented in Table 3. Due to the differences between the conditions in detention during 

investigation and in a prison camp, the maltreatment frequencies and distress ratings are given 

separately for pre-trial detention and punitive detention.  

 

    Table 2 Conditions during detention (N = 33) 

 
Maltreatment 
category 

Prevalence Degree of 
distress 

 n     (% ) M    (SD ) 
Solitary confinement 26    (69.7) 3.9   (2.0) 
Darkroom confinement 11    (33.3) 1.6   (2.6) 
Punishment cell 26    (88.8) 5.1   (1.6) 
Physical maltreatment 33    (100) 5.1  (2.9) 
Psychological maltreatment 32    (97) 4.7   (2.6) 
Witnessing phys. or psych. 
maltreatment 

29    (87.9) 3.6   (2.0) 

Threatened with death penalty 10    (30.0) 4.0   (2.5) 
Danger from other prisoners 20    (60.6) 3.5   (1.7) 
Perceived life threat - 4.6   (2.9) * 

  *Scale how often (1 never-7 always) 
 
 No rape, torture of genitals, electrical torture, forced intake of drugs, or mock 
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executions were reported during either pre-trial detention or punitive detention. The average 

number of reported maltreatments was higher for pre-trial detention (M = 18.1, SD = 4.38) 

than in punitive detention, although the difference was not significant. Average distress rating 

was higher for pre-trial detention (M = 3.8, SD = 2.5) than for punitive detention (M = 3.4, SD 

= 2.3), although the difference was not significant. 

  

Table 3 Exposure to maltreatment during pre-trial detention and punitive detention (N = 33) 
 

 Pre-trial detention Punitive detention 
 
 

Prevalence Degree of 
distress 

Prevalence Degree of 
distress 

Maltreatment category n       (%) M        (SD) n       (%) M         (SD) 
-beating in general 10 (30.3) 5.5 (2.7) 13 (39.4) 3.3 (1.7) 
 -beating head 4 (12.1) 6.8 (0.5) - - - - 
 -beating foot soles 1 (3.1) 7.0 (0.0) - - - - 
  -forced standing  16 (48.5) 4.6 (1.9) 4 (12.1) 3.8 (2.8) 
 -blindfolding 8 (24.2) 4.5 (1.6) 1 (3.1) 5.0 (0.0) 
- sexual harassment 1 (3.1) 7.0 (0.0) 3 (9.1) 4.3 (3.1) 
-violence with gun - - - - 1 (3.1) 7.0 (0.0) 
- other physical  
maltreatment *  

3 (9.1) 6.7 (0.6) 6 (18.2) 5.8 (1.2) 

-extreme temperatures 21 (63.6) 4.7 (1.5) 29 (87.9) 4.6 (1.9) 
- hunger/thirst 30 (90.9) 4.3 (1.5) 30 (90.9) 4.9 (1.6) 
- refusal of medical help 5 (15.2) 3.6 (0.9) 7 (21.2) 3.7 (1.6) 
- other inhumane conditions**   15 (45.5) 5.2 (1.4) 6 (18.2) 6.0 (1.6) 

-sleep deprivation 29 (87.9) 5.5 (1.7) 2 (6.1) 6.5 (0.7) 
-threats/swearing 32 (97.0) 3.9 (2.1) 20 (60.6) 2.4 (1.6) 
-threats on family  17 (51.5) 4.1 (2.0) - - - - 
-humiliation 18 (54.5) 5.4 (1.9) 22 (66.7) 4.4 (2.1) 
-forcing to betray or maltreat 
others 

3 (9.1) 5.3 (1.2) - - - - 

-deprivation of contact with 
family 

28 (84.9) 3.4 (1.9) 23 (69.7) 3.6 (1.8) 

-other psych. maltreatment***   5 (15.2) 6.3 (1.2) 3 (9.1) 6.3 (1.0) 

* included being left out naked with mosquitoes, being thrown with stones, being attacked with dogs, bitten by 
dogs, being vaccinated with one syringe for the whole prison 
** included overcrowded cells, lack of air, humid cells, water dropping from the ceiling, lack of hygiene, rats 
and insects in prison cells and living barracks 
*** included psychiatric expertise, being left in a same cell with prisoners waiting for execution, being left in a 
same cell with a spy  
 

When asked about the worse maltreatment condition during the pre-trial detention, 

sleeplessness qualified as most common (named nine times), also psychological terror during 

interrogations, hunger and unclear future, beating, boredom and the total inhumane situation 
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in prison were reported more than once. When asked about the worse maltreatment condition 

during punitive detention, hunger was reported most commonly, followed by hard work and 

homesickness, lack of information and contacts with family, physical exhaustion, cold and 

interruption of work or sportive career. 

 

3.2 Psychiatric disorders and symptoms and their relationship to historical conditions of 

imprisonment 

 

 Table 4 lists the frequencies of diagnosis for current and lifetime PTSD as well as for 

current major depression among those former political prisoners who participated in this 

study. It also lists the frequencies of symptoms that are characteristic for each symptom 

cluster of PTSD (total of 3 clusters): reexperiencing, hyper-arousal and avoidance. All study 

participants who met the diagnostic criteria for PTSD either at the time of assessment (n = 1) 

or else at some point in their lives (n = 3) were male. Three participants were diagnosed with 

current depression (two male, one female); of whom two had met the criteria for PTSD at 

some point of their life. About 97% (n = 32) of respondents had experienced traumatic events 

which could be recorded as A -criterion for PTSD. The number of traumatic events the former 

political prisoners had experienced in life varied from 3 to 21 (M = 9.6; SD = 5.1). Asked to 

name the most traumatic event the participants had experienced, 62.5 % (n = 20) mentioned 

the traumatic events related to detention; 37.5 % (n = 12) of the participants reported another 

event; of those who reported an event not-related to detention 58.3 % (n = 7) mentioned 

combat-related events, and 16.7 % (n = 2) reported bombardments of Tallinn or Tartu. 

Persecution after release, physically abusive mother and sudden death of father were all 

mentioned once.  

The frequencies of traumatic events (according to CIDI checklist) former political 

prisoners experienced are listed in Table 5. Other extremely upsetting events included the 

moment of arrest, experiencing or witnessing bombardment fires, referral to psychiatric 

expertise as part of the interrogation process, hunger strike, extreme exhaustion resulting from 

hunger, escaping the war front, etc. None of the respondents had been raped or sexually 

molested. Only 3 % (n = 1) of those who met the A1-criterion did not met A2 criterion. 

Preceding the time of assessment, 78.8% (n = 25) had experienced at least one PTSD 

symptom during the last 12 months. The relationship between traumatic exposure and lifetime 
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PTSD symptoms is presented in Figure 2. Figure 3 shows the relationship between perceived 

life threat during arrest and lifetime PTSD symptoms. 

 

     Table 4 Lifetime and current PTSD diagnosis and symptoms and current depression 
 

 Lifetime  Current 
Diagnosis (N = 33) n (%) n (%) 
PTSD 
- with delayed onset 

3  (9.4) 
0 

1  (3.1) 
0 

MD - 3  (9.4) 
Symptoms (N = 32)   
          Reexperiencing 29 (90.6) 18 (56.3) 
-recollections of trauma 25 (78.1) 12 (37.5) 
-stressful dreams or nightmares 15 (46.9) 6   (18.8) 
- re-experiencing 9   (28.1) 3   (9.4) 
-distress when reminded of trauma 14 (43.8) 8   (25.0) 
-physiological arousal 4   (12.5) 2   (6.3) 
         Hyper-arousal 26 (81.3) 21 (65.6) 
-sleep disturbances 16 (50.0) 11 (34.4) 
-irritability 13 (40.6) 7   (21.9) 
-concentration impairment 5   (15.6) 3   (9.4) 
-hyper-vigilance 17 (53.1) 12 (37.5) 
-startle response 12 (37.5) 6   (18.8) 
           Avoidance 23 (71.9) 13 (40.6) 
-avoidance of trauma thoughts 12 (37.5) 7   (21.9) 
-avoidance of reminders of trauma 9   (28.1) 4   (12.5) 
-psychogenic amnesia 4   (12.5) 4   (12.5) 
-diminished interest in activities 2   (6.3) 1   (3.1) 
-detachment from others 10 (31.3) 3   (9.4) 
-restricted affect 3   (9.4) 2   (6.3) 
-restricted expectations 0 0 

 
 Table 5 Exposure to traumatic events in lifetime (N =33) 
 

 Prevalence 
Traumatic events n % 
Direct combat experience in war 11 33.3 
Life-threatening accident 20 61.6 
Fire, flood or other natural disaster 5 15.1 
Witness someone being badly injured or killed 28 84.8 
Rape 0 0 
Sexual molestation 0 0 
Serious physical attack 19 56.6 
Threat with a weapon 24 62.7 
Torture 2 6.1 
Any other extremely upsetting event 29 87.9 
Something happened to a close one 14 42.4 
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Figure 1 Correlation between traumatic                  Figure 2 Correlation between the level 
exposure and lifetime PTSD symptoms                   of life threat and lifetime PTSD symptoms 
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In order to explore the relationship between sociodemographic variables and PTSD 

symptoms, t-tests, Kruskal- Wallis ANOVA and Spearman rank order correlations were 

calculated. There were no gender differences between lifetime or current PTSD symptoms. 

Kruskal- Wallis ANOVA showed no significant group differences of PTSD symptoms 

regarding family status or educational status. The age of participants was significantly related 

to the number of experienced traumatic events (r = .53, p< .001) and to lifetime PTSD 

symptoms (r = .40, p < .05) at the point of assessment. The year of arrest also correlated 

significantly with the number of traumatic events experienced (r = -.41, p < .05), lifetime 

PTSD symptoms    (r = -.39, p < .05) and current PTSD symptoms (r =-.42, p <.05). The 

participants’ age at the time of arrest was not significantly related to PTSD symptoms, even if 

age was recorded as a dichotomous variable (those arrested as adolescent (age 14-22) and 

those arrested later in life). Unanticipated arrest and duration of detention time did not 

correlate significantly with current or lifetime PTSD symptoms. Political activity prior to 

arrest showed a significant relationship to current PTSD symptoms but not to lifetime 

symptoms (Figure 4). Participants who had worked for the resistance movement but had not 

participated in the war had significantly less current PTSD symptoms than those participants 

who were not politically active (H = 9.46, p < .05). Although the differences were not 

significant, there was a trend towards less traumatic events, less experienced life threat and 

less distress in members of resistance movement. Those participants who had been persecuted 

after prison release (problems with returning to former living place) reported significantly 

more current PTSD symptoms, but not lifetime PTSD symptoms than those who had not been 
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persecuted after release (Z = -2.26, p < .05). There was no significant difference in traumatic 

exposure in those two groups. Correlations of frequency of lifetime traumatic events, distress 

during detention and perceived life threats during detention with lifetime and current PTSD 

symptoms are presented in Table 7 and Table 9, respectively. 

   

Figure 3 Correlation between the year of                   Figure 4 PTSD symptoms according to 
 arrest and PTSD lifetime symptoms                            the political activity prior to arrest 
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  Table 6 Comparison of psychiatric symptoms and traumatic exposure in prisoners of three      
  different time periods 
 

 Year of arrest  
 1940-1945  

(n = 9) 
1946-1953            
(n = 18) 

1954-1983          
(n = 5) 

 

    Median 
(Quartile range) 

   Median  
(Quartile range) 

Median  
(Quartile range) 

 
  H 

 
  p 

Traumatic events    13   (5) ac 7   (6) a 5    (2) c 8.72 <.05 
PTSD symptoms lifetime   
-reexperiencing 
-hyper-arousal   
-avoidance   

 7     (5) ac 
 3     (1) a 
 3     (1) ac 
 1     (2) 

3   (4) a 
1   (2) a 
1   (1) a  
1   (1) 

4     (2)c 
1     (2) 
1     (2) c 
1     (2) 

8.07   
4.78   
9.24   
2.50   

<.05 
<.05 
<.001 
n.s. 

Current PTSD symptoms     5     (1) ac 1   (3) a 2.5   (5) c 9.80     <.05 
Mean distress experienced 
during imprisonment 

3.38 (0.27) a 2,7 (1.1) a 2.67 (0.5)   4.78   n.s. 

Nr. of maltreatment events  
during imprisonment  

16    (1) c 14   (6) 9     (4) c 6.43   <.05 

Level of life threat  
during imprisonment 

5      (3) 4    (2) 2     (2) 3.78   n.s. 

MMSI 29    (1)  29  (2)  30   (0)   4.58   n.s. 
a- significant difference between groups 1 and 2   
c- significant difference between groups 1 and 3  

 
 Table 6 presents the results of comparisons drawn between prison conditions and 

psychiatric symptoms in prisoners arrested in three different historical periods: 1940-1945, 
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1946-1953, and 1954-1983. Exploring the relationship between arrestment period and lifetime 

PTSD symptoms revealed an outlier belonging to the group which was arrested after the year 

1954 (Figure 3). Since the outlier had been recruited differently for the study than the rest of 

the sample, his data was removed from the analysis of variance. Comparison of groups with 

Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA revealed that the exposure to traumatic events as well as the amount 

of current and lifetime PTSD symptoms differed significantly between the groups of prisoners 

from different historical periods. 

 

 
3.3 Multiple regression analysis for the onset and persistence of PTSD symptoms 

  

Using the standard method of multiple regression to predict lifetime symptoms of 

PTSD, a significant model emerged: F (6.25) = 6.81, p < .001. This model explains 53 % of 

the variance (Adjusted R² = .53). Due to the limited number of participants in this study, only 

six predictor variables were entered into regression analysis. Gender and age were chosen as 

typical sociodemographic variables. The periods of arrest (in order to obtain a dichotomous 

variable, three historical time periods were regrouped: 1940-1945 and 1946-1983) and the 

number of lifetime traumatic events were chosen as objective measures of traumatic stress 

that could be closely related to PTSD. Perceived level of life threat (measured on a scale from 

0 to 7) and distress during imprisonment (mean of distress ratings for maltreatment 

conditions, measured on a scale from 0 to 7) were chosen as subjective measures for traumatic 

stress. Because distress ratings during pre-trial detention and prison detention correlated 

significantly with each other (r = .62, p < .001), an overall mean distress rating was calculated 

for the analysis (M= 3.6, SD = 2.8). Of all six variables entered into regression analysis, only 

one variable, perceived life threat during arrest, proved to be a significant predictor. Table 7 

presents the standardized beta-coefficients of the predictor variables and their correlations 

with the PTSD symptom score. 

The Spearman rank order correlations among continuous predictor variables are 

presented in Table 8. Few intercorrelations between variables were found which verifies the 

assumptions on regression analysis. The plot of residuals showed normal distribution of 

residuals.  
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       Table 7 Predictors of lifetime PTSD symptoms (N =32) 
 

Predictors   ß  r 
gender .16 .10’ 
age -.08 .40* 
period of arrest -.28 -.47’ 
Life threat during arrest .44 * .49** 
Traumatic events .31 .55** 
Distress during arrest .12 .55** 

        * p < .05 
        ** p < .01 
        ' Point-biserial correlation coefficients 
 
  

       Table 8 Intercorrelations of the predictors of the lifetime PTSD symptoms (N = 32) 
 

 Correlations (r)  
Predictor variables 2 3 4  
1. age .35 .53*** .40*  
2. Life threat during arrest  .52*** .34  
3. Traumatic events   .34  
4. Distress during arrest     

       * p < .05   
       *** p < .001  
  
 Using the same method to predict current PTSD symptoms, another significant model 

emerged: F (6.25) = 5.93, p < .001. This model explains 49 % of the variance (Adjusted R² = 

.49). Table 9 provides information on the standardized beta- coefficients of the predictor 

variables entered into the model and their correlations with the PTSD symptom score. Besides 

gender, age, perceived life threat and lifetime traumatic events, disclosure about the prison 

and camp experiences and persecution after prison release were chosen as possible predictors 

of current PTSD this time. Writing about those experiences rather than talking about them 

was chosen as a measure of disclosure, because 90.9 % (n = 30) of the former political 

prisoners reported that they had been able to talk about most of their experiences with their 

close friends or family. Persecution after release was originally measured by three categories: 

being followed or wiretapped, having problems finding work or continuing with one’s studies, 

and facing difficulties by local authorities upon returning home (i.e. not being able to continue 

living in one’s former residency and registering by local authorities). Problems regarding 

place of residency was the only category which showed significant correlation to current 

PTSD symptoms (r = .41, p < .05) and thus was chosen for analysis. Table 9 shows that 

neither gender, nor age, nor number of lifetime traumatic events or level of disclosure was 
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significant predictors; only persecution after release and life threat during arrest were 

significant predictors for current PTSD symptoms. As continuous predictor variables of the 

second model are the same as for the first model, the intercorrelations of this model equal 

those of Table 8. 

 
       Table 9 Predictors of current PTSD symptoms (N = 32) 
 

Predictors   ß  r 
Gender .19 -.16’ 
Age -.05 .34 
Disclosure -.27 -.46’** 
Life threat during  arrest .44* .55** 
Traumatic events .21 .51** 
Persecution after release .32* .41’ 

        * p < .05  
        ** p < .01 
 
3.4 Disclosure 

 

 Of the 33 former political prisoners, 84.8 % (n = 28) had been able to share every 

detail of their imprisonment experiences with friends or family members, 6.1% (n = 2) had 

been able to share almost everything but a few details and 9.1 % (n = 3) had been able to talk 

about some things, but could not or did not want to talk about the majority of their 

experiences. Besides talking about their experiences, 51.5 % (n = 17) of the participants had 

also written about them either for their own purpose or for having them published.  

 Since almost all participants had shared their past experiences with friends or family 

members, writing instead of talking was the chosen measure of disclosure for analysis. The 

number of traumatic events as well as lifetime and current PTSD symptoms differentiated 

between those who had decided to share their past with others and those who had not. 

Participants who had written about their experiences reported less traumatic events (t = 2.1, p 

= .05), less lifetime PTSD symptoms (t = 3.9, p < .001) and less current PTSD symptoms (t = 

2.76, p = .01) than their counterparts. Since the variances of avoidance symptoms differed 

significantly among two groups (Levene test F = 20.5, p < .001), the Mann-Whitney U-test 

was used instead of the t-test. People who had shared their story had significantly less current 

avoidance symptoms (Z = 2.84, p < .001) but not significantly less current hyper-arousal (Z = 

1.51, p = .13) and reexperiencing symptoms (Z = 1.42, p = .15) compared to those who had 

not shared their experiences (Figure 5). Gender (Pearson X² = 1.9, p > .05) or age (t = 1.1, p > 
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.05) did not interfere significantly with disclosure.  

 

Figure 5 Relationships between disclosure and current PTSD symptoms (N = 32) 
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 When asked about disclosure of the postraumatic symptoms to mental health 

specialists, 28.1 % (n = 9) of the former political prisoners admitted to it. Two of them had 

seen a psychologist and seven had talked to a psychiatrist. One had been asked to participate 

in a survey about posttraumatic symptoms and one was going through a routine psychiatric 

examination aspiring to obtain a mental health certificate. The rest (n = 7) of the nine 

participants reported that as a result of the visit they were helped in following ways: two had 

received sleeping pills, two got some kind of advice on how to deal with the symptoms, two 

reported that they had received support from a professional listening to them and one (the 

only one in the sample who reportedly had been referred to a psychologist for psychotherapy 

or counselling) reported that talking to a psychologist had not helped him at all. Whether or 

not the participants had talked about their posttraumatic symptoms to a mental health 

specialist was not significantly associated with the degree of symptoms. Those who had 

talked to a psychiatrist or a psychologist had less lifetime PTSD symptoms (M = 4.7, SD = 

3.2) than those who had not talked about their symptoms (M = 6.8, SD = 2.8), yet the 

difference was not significant (t = -1.69, p = .10). The group difference regarding current 

PTSD symptoms was also not significant (t = -1.08, p = .29). 
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3.5 Satisfaction with reparation  
  
 When asked about their level of information regarding the rehabilitation services 

offered by the state, one former political prisoner was not at all informed about them, 19.1% 

(n = 3) reported to be moderately informed, 18.1 % (n = 6) reported being well informed and 

69.7 % (n = 23) were very well informed about the different rehabilitation services. 

 Table 11 gives information about the usage of rehabilitation services and the users’ 

level of satisfaction. The services used most frequently were membership at organisations 

uniting former political prisoners (87.9 %) and medical help (84.9 %). Only one participant 

had received psychological help. The overall satisfaction level was quite high (M = 3.94, SD = 

.58); highest in regard to organisational activity (M = 4.5, SD = 0.8), followed by financial 

support (M = 3.9; SD = 0.9) and public acknowledgement (M = 3.8; SD = 0.8). The 

uninformed participant was not able to provide any satisfaction rating. Complaints and 

suggestions the participants mentioned most often included general complaints about too little 

acknowledgement and support from politicians of higher position, dissatisfaction with recent 

political decisions (e.g. opposition to the Freedom monument project1 and not demanding 

compensation from the Russian Federation) as well as more concrete suggestions to 

acknowledge the prisoners’ hardship by means of receiving a special pension that could be 

granted to freedom fighters or national heroes only. The most concrete wishes mentioned 

were the creation of a nursing home or a living community for older former political prisoners 

without children as well as a greater amount of and easier access to medical compensation. 

  
       Table 11 Satisfaction with rehabilitation services (N = 32) 
 

   Users Mean satisfaction  
rating* 

 n     (%) M          (SD) 
Active participation in political 
organisations (Memento, Union  
of former political detainees) 

29    (87.9) 4.5 (0.8) 

Medical help 28    (84.9) 3.6 (0.9) 
Psychological help 1      (3.0) 3.0 (0.0) 
Financial support 32    (97.0) 3.9 (0.9) 
Juridical help 4      (12.1) 3.5 (1.0) 
Public/political 
acknowledgement 

    __ 3.8 (0.8) 

       *from 1- not at all satisfied to 5- very satisfied 
                                                 
1 Freedom monument is a project of the Estonian government, planned to be built in Tallinn to commemorate the 

Estonians who died in Estonian War of Independence 1918-1920.  
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 Neither age of participants nor level of their current nor lifetime PTSD symptoms 

correlated significantly with their overall satisfaction level. Satisfaction with public and 

political acknowledgement was not associated with lifetime or current PTSD symptoms, 

although there was a trend towards less current PTSD symptoms in participants who reported 

to be more satisfied. A similar trend was observed in participants who were more satisfied 

with their participation in and their support from organisations of former political prisoners, 

although the difference was not significant. Comparing the participants’ satisfaction ratings to 

level of information (i.e. very highly, highly and moderately informed) showed that more 

informed participants were less satisfied, although this effect was not significant (H = 2.8,      

p = .25).  

 

3.6 Posttraumatic growth 

 

The results obtained by the Estonian version of the PTGI were examined first. The 

descriptive statistics for each item are presented in Table 12. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test 

showed that subscales and total score of the Estonian PTGI were distributed normally (p > 

.20), except for the subscale ‘Spiritual Growth’ (d = 0.4, p < .01).  

 The analysis of principal components by varimax rotation was chosen to maximize the 

distinctions between the components. The analysis produced six factors with eigenvalues 

greater than one for the Estonian PTGI version. Comparisons of this model to one that had 

been obtained with a maximum number of factors defined by five (similar to the original 

PTGI) showed easier interpretation of latter model. Therefore, the five-factor model of the 

Estonian PTGI version was chosen. The first rotated factor explains 37.5 % of the total 

variance, the second 10.9 %, the third 9.2 %, the fourth 6.5 % and the fifth factor 6.5 % of the 

total variance. The total variance explained by this model is 70.5 %. The factor loadings are 

shown in Table 12. The Estonian PTGI subscale content differs somewhat from the original 

PTGI subscales. Particularly the subscales ‘Spiritual Growth’ and ‘Relating to Others’ have 

retained only little of their original content (1 and 2 items, respectively). Possible 

explanations are presented in the discussion part of this work.  
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Table 12 Item descriptives and factor loadings of the Estonian version of PTGI (N = 33) 
 
      
       Factor loadings   

 
 M    

 
SD 

    
  I   

     II       
III  

     
IV  

     
V 

      Acceptance of Life        
1. I changed my priorities about what is 
important in life (A)  

1.91 2.20 .71 .10 .14 -.40 -.08 

2. I have a greater appreciation for the value 
of my own life (A) 

2.55 1.72 .76 .08 .09 .07 .22 

5. I have a better understanding of spiritual 
matters (S) 

3.21 1.49 .60 .08 .20 .38 .25 

13. I can better appreciate each day (A) 3.42 1.58 .62 .06 .17 .38 .49 
16. I put more effort into my relationships(R) 1.94 1.62 .45 .39 .29 .25 ,28 
20. I learned a great deal about how 
wonderful people are (R) 

3.64 1.48 .73 .13 .10 .10 .02 

       Personal Strength         
4.  I have a greater feeling of self-reliance (P) 3.30 1.69 .07 .84 -.00 -.10 .07 
6. I more clearly see that I can count on 
people in times of trouble (R) 

2.85 1.56 .36 .71 .01 -.16 .09 

10. I know better that I can handle difficulties 
(P) 

3.48 1.44 .23 .84 .01 .14 .05 

11. I am able to do better things with my life 
(N) 

3.09 1.59 .46 .48 .38 .08 ,22 

12. I am better able to accept the way things 
work out (P) 

3.36 1.45 .40 .47 .37 .13 .15 

17. I am more likely to try to change things 
which need changing  (N) 

2.94 1.60 .02 .58 .56 .27 .36 

19. I discovered that I´m stronger than I 
thought I was (P) 

2.82 1.78 -.21 .75 .20 .26 .02 

       New Possibilities         
3. I developed new interests (N) 2.45 1.79 .16 .16 .86 .15 -.12 
7. I established a new path for my life (N) 2.00 2.03 .48 .13 .60 .28 -.12 
8. I have a greater sense of closeness with 
others (R) 

2.00 1.79 .33 .15 .54 -.31 .44 

14. New opportunities are available which 
would not have been otherwise (N) 

2.79 1.85 .11 .50 .51 .33 .17 

15. I have more compassion for others (R) 3.61 1.37 .08 -.08 .80 -.01 .31 
    Spiritual Growth        
18. I have stronger religious faith (S) 1.48 1.95 .22 .15 .19 .80 .05 
   Relating to Others         
9. I am more willing to express my emotions 
(R) 

1.52 1.56 .31 .29 .02 -.29 .75 

21. I better accept needing others ( R) 3.03 1.55 .03 .07 .14 .37 .73 
 ª The factor loadings of items of the original PTGI are given in the parenthesis (N- New Possibilities, R- 
Relating to Others, A- Acceptance of Life, P- Personal Strength, S- Spiritual Growth) 
  
 Internal consistency of PTGI total score was high: Cronbach´s α = .91. The item-total 

correlations were between .33 and .75 (M = .34). Spearman rank order correlations between 

original subscales (calculated according to original version of PTGI) and the total score are 

presented in Table 13. Most of the correlations are high or moderate, except for the 
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correlation between the subscales ‘Acceptance of Life’ and ‘Personal Growth’ (r = .23, p = 

.21). Spearman rank order correlations between new subscales (calculated according to factor 

structure of Estonian PTGI) and the total score are presented in Table 14. 

 
  Table 13 Descriptive statistics and intercorrelations of mean scores of original subscales  
  and total score of PTGI (N =33) 
 

   Correlations (r) 
 M SD 2 3 4 5 6 
1. Acceptance of life 2.6 1.4 .23    .57*** .41* .67*** .72*** 
2. Personal growth 3.2 1.3  .64*** .36* .44** .66*** 
3. New possibilities 2.7 1.4   .57*** .72*** .92*** 
4. Spiritual change 2.4 1,5    .44** .69*** 
5. Relating to others 2.7 1.0     .85*** 
6. PTGI Total 57.4 21.0      

   * p < .05  **p < .01 *** p < .001  
 
  Table 14 Descriptive statistics and intercorrelations of mean scores of new subscales and  
  total score of PTGI (N = 33) 
 

   Correlations (r) 
 M SD 2 3 4 5 6 
1. Acceptance of life 2.8 1.2 .49*** .63*** .37* .44** .83*** 
2. Personal growth 3.1 1.2  .63*** .35* .44** .80*** 
3. New possibilities 2.6 1.3   .43** .34* .84*** 
4. Spiritual change 1.5 2.0    .23 .57*** 
5. Relating to others 2.3 1.3     .55*** 
6. PTGI Total 57.4 21.0      

   * p < .05  **p < .01 *** p < .001  
 
 Upon assessing differences in age, gender, education and marital status, these 

sociodemographic variables had no effect on the PTGI total score. Traumatic exposure, age at 

the time of arrest, political activity before arrest and persecution after release were not 

significantly related to PTGI score.  

 The PTGI total score was not significantly related to lifetime or current symptoms of 

PTSD, except for lifetime reexperiencing symptoms, which correlated positively with 

posttraumatic growth (r = .36, p < .05). The total score of posttraumatic growth as well as the 

scores of subscales did not differ significantly between those prisoners who had written about 

their traumatic experiences and those who had not written about them.   

 

4 Discussion 
4.1 Characteristics of the sample 
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 This study was the first one to investigate the long-term psychological consequences 

of political detention during Soviet occupation in Estonia. The current sample consisted of 33 

former political prisoners, who had been arrested during adolescence or young adulthood and 

were sentenced to serve an average of 10.7 years in prison. This prison period was longer than 

participants of similar studies from the GDR, Rumania or Turkey had to serve (Basoglu, 

1994a; Bichescu, 2006; Maercker & Schützwohl, 1997). 

 Exposure to maltreatment and persecution was similar or slightly higher in this sample 

(reported exposure to 17.7 maltreatment conditions on average and a mean score of perceived 

life threat 4.6) compared to other studies on political prisoners (Basoglu, 1994; Bichescu, 

2006; Maercker & Schützwohl, 1997), thus confirming the significant role torture, 

maltreatment and inducing of fear played for the political repression by the Soviet Union. 

However, the variance of maltreatment conditions and distress ratings in the current sample 

was high as well. Some former prisoners had been exposed to many different maltreatment 

methods and repeated torture, but rated them moderately distressing. Some former prisoners 

reported less exposure to different treatments but rated them as highly distressing (for 

example being shot in the face during arrest, sexual harassment, psychiatric expertise, being 

attacked by dogs, being left out naked with mosquitoes etc.). This confirms the value of 

collecting subjective as well as objective reports about the severity of traumatic events in 

order to draw comparisons or generalizations between similar samples of former political 

prisoners. The exposure to maltreatment and torture as well as distress ratings were slightly 

higher during pre-trial detention than during prison detention, but the difference was not 

significant. This suggests that the conditions in Soviet prison camps did not necessarily bring 

relief to convicted prisoners who had survived systematic interrogations, as would be 

expected according to Basoglu’s and Mineka’s (1992) description of four phases of political 

detention. This is also evident in reports of participants asked to name the worst treatment 

methods during pre-trial detention (most often named were sleeplessness and psychological 

terror) and prison detention (named most often were hunger, hard work and homesickness), 

and illustrates that the difference perceived was more of qualitative than quantitative nature.  

 All participants reported to have experienced some sort of persecution after prison 

camp release. The most commonly reported problems released political prisoners had to face 

were not finding work adequate enough for their qualifications or being rejected by an 
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educational institution for further academic studies. Two thirds of the participants were also 

not allowed to return to their home town or home village. Almost half of the participants 

reported that surveillance of KGB continued after their release from prison camp. Although 

other forms of persecution after release were not systematically assessed in this study, some 

former prisoners reported that their children were also discriminated against (e.g. being 

rejected when they applied for studies in the university or when the children applied for a 

permission to travel abroad). These findings are consistent with observations of historians 

who emphasized that the difficulties and persecution for political prisoners of the Soviet 

Union would often continue after release (Applebaum, 2003; Courtois et al., 1997). 

 Maltreatment and torture during imprisonment were usually not the only traumatic 

experiences the participants encountered. The exposure to an average of 9.6 of traumatic 

events was higher compared to other samples of political prisoners (except for political 

prisoners from Turkey) (Basoglu et al., 1994), but lower compared to samples of civil war 

refugees (e.g. Marshall et al., 2005; Neuner et al., 2004). It is likely that the high exposure to 

different traumatic events is characteristic to the generation of Estonia from whom this sample 

was drawn from. The sample was heterogeneous in regard to political activity prior to arrest, 

consisting of WW II veterans, forest brothers, members of the students’ resistance movement 

and politically non- active individuals who were arrested more or less due to arbitrary reasons.  

However, the study participants share some commonalities: all of them were directly 

or indirectly affected by WW II, most of them lost family members during the war or by 

repressive means during occupation, were exposed to threats and persecution from soldiers of 

the Red Army and witnessed the bombardments of Tallinn and Tartu (I recruited the 

participants from Tallinn and Tartu and most of them had already lived in these towns even 

prior to arrest). The participants’ reports on their most traumatic events confirm these 

observations. Although the participants were very young in the years between 1941 and 1945, 

they still vividly recall memories of their escape from the invading Red Army or remember 

the sight of dead bodies and burning smell on the streets after the bombardments. Maercker 

and Herrle (2003) made similar observations about survivors of the Dresden bombardment in 

Eastern Germany. More than two thirds of the participants had been threatened by a weapon, 

had witnessed someone else being badly injured, or had experienced another extremely 

upsetting event in their life. 
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4.2 Rates of PTSD and major depression 

  

The rate for current PTSD among participants was 3.1 % and the rate for lifetime 

PTSD was 9.4%, a percentage which is remarkably small compared to other samples that 

assessed PTSD rates among political prisoners (Basoglu, 1994; Bichescu, 2006; Maercker & 

Schützwohl, 1997) and is comparable with rates of PTSD in general population (Breslau et 

al., 1998; Kessler et al., 1995). The most common current symptoms were recollections of the 

trauma (37.5 %), hyper-vigilance (37.5 %), and sleep disturbances (34.4 %). Several factors 

may have contributed to the low rate of PTSD among participants. According to Norris 

(1992), a substantial number of individuals who do not meet the full criteria for PTSD 

diagnosis might suffer from subsyndromal PTSD. Examining symptoms of subsyndromal 

PTSD showed that five participants would have met the criteria A-E for current PTSD and 

three for lifetime PTSD if two avoidance symptoms had been requirement enough for PTSD 

diagnosis (however the impairment in functioning would not have been sufficient evidence 

for criterion F). This suggests that subsyndromal PTSD is not the reason for low rates of 

PTSD in this sample. The political changes during the last 20 years which brought about 

social acknowledgement of Gulag survivors and a higher willingness to talk about their 

experiences could have contributed to a decrease of symptoms. However, the lifetime PTSD 

rate was also lower than expected considering the high level of trauma exposure in this 

sample.  

The retrospective nature and the average time interval of 50 years between prison 

release and study assessment may have biased the reporting of past symptoms, thus limiting 

the significance of the study. Although none of the participants voiced difficulties when asked 

to describe the presence or absence of PTSD symptoms in the past 12 months, some of them 

expressed confusion or uncertainty when asked to describe symptoms they had experienced 

immediately after prison release. If the participant seemed confused about the question, the 

absence of symptom was coded, but this procedure may have led to underestimate the lifetime 

rates for PTSD among participants. 

 An alternative explanation might be related to the relatively high age of participants. A 

sample with a mean age of 78.5 years in a country where the life expectancy for men is ten 

years lower suggests a survivor bias. Life in Soviet prison camps has been described as 

”survival of the fittest” (Applebaum, 2003; Sarv, 2002). Poor physical health, high psychiatric 
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comorbidity rates and high suicide rates related to PTSD may mean that a high proportion of 

former political prisoners who suffered from PTSD are already dead. The remarkably good 

health of the current sample is confirmed by the fact that one third of the participants were 

still working full-time or part-time at the time of assessment. The participants in this study 

also reported low rates of depression (9.1 %) and cognitive impairment (7 %) compared to the 

general population in that age (e.g. Graham & Rockwood, 1997; Steffens et al., 2000).  

 An additional characteristic of this sample is the high educational level of participants 

(the majority of participants had obtained a degree from a university or another institution of 

higher education). Considering the persecution measures of former political prisoners during 

Soviet occupation particularly in regard to prohibited university attendance, the percentage of 

academic individuals could be much higher.  High IQ has been reported to be related with 

lower risk of PTSD (e.g. Brewin et al., 2000) and this could be one of the reasons why low 

level of PTSD were found in this sample. Since recruiting of a representative sample was not 

possible, the results on low PTSD rate should be regarded with caution.  

 

4.3 Sociodemographic correlates of PTSD symptoms and reactions to traumatic stress 

 

 It is still intriguing to study those factors which helped the participants to survive and 

to resist PTSD development. Although correlations cannot provide sufficient enough 

explanations for the underlying mechanisms of PTSD, they can be helpful for identifying 

individuals at risk for developing PTSD. However, the major limitation of this study lies in 

the biased selection procedure of study participants. All but two participants were members of 

one of the organisations uniting former political prisoners, thus setting limits to interpretation 

and generalization of results. Regression analysis, which tested the independent contributions 

of various possible predictors, showed that only life threat during imprisonment was 

significantly related to lifetime PTSD symptoms and life threat plus persecution after release 

was significantly related to current PTSD symptoms. The number of lifetime traumatic events 

and perceived level of distress during imprisonment were also significantly correlated to 

PTSD symptoms. Comparisons between participants suffering from a higher number of PTSD 

symptoms to those suffering from fewer PTSD symptoms revealed that participants who had 

reported a higher number of PTSD symptoms were either older at the time of assessment, had 

been arrested between 1944-1945, had not been active in the resistance movement or had not 
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written about their traumatic experiences.  

 Participants were divided into three groups according to time of arrest.  Participants 

arrested between 1944 and 1945 reported significantly more traumatic events and more 

lifetime and current PTSD symptoms than participants who were arrested later. This result is 

consistent with historical accounts which describe life in Gulag prison camps during the last 

years of WWII and the years following the war as particularly severe and unbearable, marked 

by overcrowdedness and famine (Applebaum, 2003). The differences between the second 

(arrests between 1946 and 1953) and the third group (arrested after 1954) were not significant, 

although the participants of the third group reported less traumatic events, less life threat and 

more current PTSD symptoms than those of the second group. Although the small sample size 

leaves considerable room for speculations, the reported differences could be attributed to 

changes in working methods by the KGB, which included fewer life threats and direct torture 

methods but more subtle ways of persecution in later years (e.g. predicting that the child of a 

former prisoner might be involved in a serious accident if the prisoner declined to cooperate 

with the KGB) (Applebaum, 2003; Niitsoo, 1997).  

The relationship between age and PTSD symptoms could account for the fact that 

older participants were more likely to have been arrested in earlier years (1944-1945) of 

Soviet occupation having thus experienced more traumatic events in life. Alternatively, the 

obtained results could be interpreted as confirmation measures, providing evidence to theories 

which state that PTSD symptoms can aggravate in old age due to age-related social, cognitive 

and physical challenges. However, as long as longitudinal studies have not confirmed these 

theories, provided interpretation will remain hypothetical. 

The lack of relationship between educational status and PTSD symptoms may be 

attributed to the relatively homogenous sample in regard to its education level. Although all 

participants who met criteria for PTSD diagnosis were male, comparisons of symptom scores 

revealed no gender differences of PTSD occurrence, a finding which is common in PTSD. 

This may support the suggestion that higher prevalence of PTSD among women is related to 

higher rates of rape and sexual molestation (Kessler et al., 1995), as no female participant 

reported about acts of sexual violence in the current study. 

 In contrast to previous research finds, the unexpectedness of arrest was not related to 

PTSD symptoms. A possible explanation for this deviation might be that the majority of 

participants expected to get arrested at some point. According to study results, age at the time 
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of arrest (i.e. adolescent vs. adult detainees) was not significally related to PTSD symptoms. 

This study result was consistent with results of a meta-analysis (Brewin et al., 2000) but 

contrasting the findings of another study on former political prisoners (Basoglu et al., 1994b). 

However, as several participants suggested, young age at time of arrest could have accounted 

to a rather innocent or unassuming assessment of the real danger of the situation, thus serving 

as a protective measure. Participants who were adolescents at the time of arrest often reported 

that they did not understand what was happening to them, did not take the threats during 

investigation seriously, did not believe that they had to stay in Gulag camps for the whole 

prison sentence, but hoped to be released earlier. One participant stated that this perspective 

was “naive, but essential to survival“. 

 Similarly to research results by Maercker and colleagues (2000), the results of 

regression analysis suggested that the initial reactions to traumatic events were more 

significant to predict lifetime PTSD symptoms than the dose-response relationship between 

traumatic exposure and PTSD symptoms. Life threat during imprisonment was the most 

important predictor of current and lifetime PTSD symptoms in regression analysis. This 

finding is not surprising considering that exposure to a life-threatening event is a required 

criterion for PTSD diagnosis according to the DSM IV. Threat to life during imprisonment 

was significant in a sample of participants of whom one third considered events not related to 

imprisonment as most traumatic. These answers point to the high traumatic potential of Gulag 

experiences in the current sample.  

 The dose-response relationship has been well established in PTSD research (e.g. 

Ehlers et al., 2000; March, 2003; Neuner et al., 2004a). The number of lifetime traumatic 

events correlated significantly to lifetime and current PTSD symptoms in this study. A 

possible reason for this correlation not reaching significance as a predictor in regression 

analysis is the overlap of variances with level of life threat as another significant predictor of 

PTSD symptoms. The same may hold true for subjective distress ratings, which significantly 

correlated to lifetime PTSD symptoms as well, but failed to predict PTSD symptoms in 

multiple regression analysis. The role of persecution after release in regard to current PTSD 

symptoms was consistent with the results of a meta-analysis (Brewin et al., 2000), which 

emphasized the predicting value of low social support and posttraumatic life events on PTSD 

diagnosis. These results mentioned above also support the findings of Bichescu (2006), who 

reported that frequency of different forms of persecutions after release from prison predicted 
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PTSD retention and diagnosis of current anxiety level of aged political prisoners. 

 

4.4. Persecution after release 

 

Basoglu and colleagues (1994a) found that the effect of trauma on family members 

was the strongest predictor of current and lifetime PTSD in a sample of former political 

prisoners. In what ways problems encountered by former political prisoners might have 

affected family life would require further research (e.g. the relationship between PTSD 

symptoms and forbiddance to return to their previous site of residency). Hypothetically 

speaking, secret followings by KGB agents and difficulties finding appropriate work could 

have also been very stressful for individuals released from Gulag camps. However, problems 

with living place would have had more severe consequences on the close relationships of 

these individuals and thus on the amount and quality of social support. Many former political 

prisoners for example started to found families during Gulag imprisonment, as only few had 

been already married prior to arrest. The prisoners’ inability to return to their home towns or 

to find a legal residency in general could have caused severe emotional stress on family 

members and decreased mutual support for each other, thereby limiting available emotional 

resources for families. It is likely that other variables such as geographic distance from other 

sources of social support, such as friends and relatives, could have affected the persistence of 

PTSD symptoms in former political prisoners as well.  

 

4.5 Psychological preparedness 

 

 The relatively high number of lifetime traumatic events and life threats encountered 

during imprisonment as well as the persecution experienced after release was related to a 

higher degree of PTSD symptoms prevalent in participants of this sample. However, the 

relationship does not provide an explanation for the rather small number of participants that 

had met the full criteria for PTSD. Although assessment and analysis of both risk factors as 

well as protective factors for PTSD development was beyond the scope of this thesis, some 

speculations can nevertheless be made about the role political commitment, disclosure about 

traumatic events and a social support network played for PTSD onset and prevalence. The 

study results showed that members of the resistance movement reported to suffer from a 
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lower number of current PTSD symptoms than their non-political counterparts, and thus 

support the hypothesis of psychological preparedness and negative disposition towards the 

Soviet state on behalf of the politically active participants, even though the amount of 

traumatic exposure between these two groups did not differ significantly. 

 Except for a small number of followers from communist ideologies, the overwhelming 

majority of Estonians did not consider the Soviet occupying forces to be “benevolent 

liberators” of the Estonian people (Laar, 2006; Sarv, 1997). Although psychological 

preparedness was not directly assessed in this study, the fact that only one fourth of the 

participants reported that the arrests occurred totally unexpected would suggest at least some 

degree of psychological preparedness on behalf of the participants. According to one 

participant the arrest came as a relief to him, knowing that he could not hide forever from the 

Soviet forces but be arrested sooner or later. Most participants seemed to share the following 

opinion about the uncertain time of arrest: “I hoped for the best but was ready for the worst”. 

Especially those participants who had been arrested after 1953 had been very aware of 

interrogation procedures and emphasized that it had been their own conscious choice to 

engage in the resistance movement. Some for example stated that they had been ready to face 

the prospect of lifetime imprisonment or were convinced that they would not have suffered 

under the severe living conditions or treatment methods of the Soviet Union. However, the 

correlation itself does not imply a possible causal relationship between political commitment 

and its ratio to other risk or protective factors for PTSD development. The theory proposed by 

Basoglu and colleagues (1997) which associates psychological preparedness to lower levels of 

perceived distress during torture could not be confirmed in the current sample. However, the 

small sample size may be one possible reason why the difference in distress ratings of 

members of the resistance movement was not significant when compared to ratings of 

politically non-active individuals. 

 

4.6 Disclosure 

 

 The high percentage of participants (84.8 %) who admitted that they had been able to 

share all aspects of their imprisonment experiences with friends or family members is 

consistent with the relatively low level of reported avoidance symptoms in this sample. 

Besides, comparing “disclosing” participants (writing about experiences) to “non-disclosing” 
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participants revealed a significant difference between levels of current avoidance symptoms, 

of which writing accounted for a lower degree of symptoms. This outcome is consistent to 

results of a study conducted on Holocaust survivors in which the victims’ level of disclosure 

had been assessed (Harel et al., 1993). However, current study results dissent from results 

obtained from a study on political prisoners and crime victims, which reported positive 

correlations between disclosure and severity of PTSD symptoms (Maercker & Müller, 2004; 

Müller et al., 2008). Since latter studies assessed level of disclosure about traumatic events 

two- dimensionally (urge to talk vs. reluctance to talk), the results might differ from the 

behavioral dimension of “disclosing or not disclosing”. 

 The significance of group differences should be regarded with caution given the low 

levels of avoidance symptoms among participants of either group. Considering the selection 

method of participants for this study, it seems possible that those former political prisoners 

suffering from higher-degree PTSD symptoms were less eager to join organisations of 

repressed persons and thus could not be reached for participation in this study. Avoidance is a 

coping mechanism traumatized individuals commonly use to reduce their trauma-related 

anxiety (Foa & Rothbaum, 1998). Those former political prisoners who suffered from 

intrusive recollections and painful memories about their imprisonment were likely to avoid 

meetings with other political prisoners, in which these traumatic experiences would be 

commemorated and discussed. On the other hand, prisoners who had initially experienced a 

high level of reexperiencing and hyper-arousal symptoms might have just as well recognized 

the benefits of disclosure eventually, overcoming their desire to avoid recollections of past 

traumatic events and consequently witnessing a decrease of symptoms. Although the 

participants reported low levels for lifetime PTSD, the long time period between end of 

imprisonment and time of assessment may have caused underreporting of lifetime PTSD 

symptoms.  

 Given that roughly fifty percent of participants had written about their imprisonment 

experiences either for private reasons or as means to contribute to a larger campaign 

collecting such life stories, the high motivation of the former political prisoners to bear 

witness of past crimes to the next generations seems evident. However, examining the level of 

helpfulness of different forms of disclosure (writing vs. talking) for trauma processing is not 

possible due to the different social contexts and possible functions of talking and writing 

about trauma, respectively. Anepaio (2003) has suggested that the meetings of former 
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political prisoners and victims of mass deportations can serve as functions of collective 

sharing and reconstructing memories. The reports by political prisoners of this sample 

indicate that most of them had at least one close friend or family member with whom they 

were able to share their personal atrocious details of prison life. Sample bias may have 

accounted to that as well, since many participants of the sample had emphasized the value of 

belonging to the same organization as their acquaintances; accomplices they knew from their 

work for the resistance movement or friends they had lived with in prison camp. As several 

participants pointed out, mutual understanding and acceptance were decisive factors for 

choosing conversation partners to share their experiences with.  

Interestingly, the high levels of torture and distress participants reported in this study 

are rarely mentioned in biographies and memoirs of former political prisoners. It could be 

speculated that the victims of Soviet repressions chose to talk about their experiences within 

the context of social support whereas writing served to remind the next generation of the 

political repression and injustice the victims had to bear (Anepaio, 2003). The value of 

documenting the injustice has also been emphasized by civil war refugees in therapy settings 

(Neuner et al., 2004).  In this study, the participants in NET reported to be looking forward to 

writing about their memoirs upon completing their therapy in hope to pass their legacy on to 

their children (Neuner et al., 2004). Anepaio (2003) offers a possible explanation on why high 

distress levels are not reflected in biographies. She concluded that focusing on heroic and 

cheerful aspects of the events could serve the function as to prevent boredom on behalf of 

younger readers who might show little interest in lengthy descriptions about hardships and 

suffering (Anepaio, 2003). On the other hand, memoirs may lack descriptions of the most 

distressing events given their potential to trigger reexperiencing and hyper-arousal in the 

victims. For example one participant stated that “talking about it (i.e. distressing events) is 

OK, I can distance myself; but whenever I tried to write about it, it was [emotionally] very 

difficult, I could only write down facts”. The assumption that distancing oneself emotionally 

from a traumatic event is easier by means of talking instead of writing would require further 

research. A major limit of the current study was that extent of disclosure was assessed on a 

general spectrum (i.e. disclosing all aspects of Gulag experiences, disclosing most aspects, 

some aspects etc.). Since the exact content of disclosure or emotional involvement was not 

specified, it might explain the high percentage of participants who reported total disclosure. 

Besides, the conversation partners were not specified in this study, although many 
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respondents indicated that the persons they could talk to about everything were other Gulag 

survivors (friends and family members).  

  

4.7 Social support 

 

The high level of social support may have contributed to the relatively low level of 

PTSD symptoms in this sample. Most of the participants (87.9 %) belonged to organizations 

(i.e. organizations for former political prisoners or for repressed persons) and reported high 

satisfaction levels participating in these organizations. These social networks may have 

directly contributed to reduced symptoms encouraging members to share their camp 

experiences with each other and supporting each other practically and emotionally. Social 

support may also have had a preventive role, acting as a buffer against psychological 

consequences of highly stressful situations (Cohen & Wills, 1985). Solidarity among 

countrymen in Gulag camps may have helped to preserve courage and hopes during 

imprisonment and work against negative generalisations of cognitive patterns which are 

thought to be the core mechanisms of PTSD (e.g. assumptions about own vulnerability and 

harmful intentions of other people) (Horowitz, 1997; Janoff-Bulman, 1992). Close bonds 

between camp inmates that lasted beyond release may have had a protective role in 

psychological reactions towards continued persecution. The participants for example often 

stated that despite numerous job rejections they encountered they eventually would find work 

thanks to their friends or acquaintances.  

The lack of significant correlations between satisfaction level of social support by and 

participation in activities of organisations such as the Memento Union may be due to the 

small variance of very high satisfaction ratings (M = 4.5, SD = 0.8). There was a trend 

towards more satisfied individuals reporting less PTSD symptoms, which seems to support 

the importance of social support. However, given the cross-relational nature of this study, the 

possibility remains that reporting lower satisfaction ratings is a consequence of distressing 

PTSD symptoms. Future research could also assess the different facets of social support 

(practical support, emotional support, support from friends, support from family members, 

available support or lack of support) in order to identify those aspects which are the strongest 

predictors for sustained and aggravated PTSD symptoms. 

  Ehlers and colleagues (2000) concluded from their study that people, who experience 
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alienation as a consequence of traumatic event(s), were likely to withdraw from social 

situations and were less likely to receive social support, to correct their negative beliefs about 

themselves and others and to benefit from therapeutic effects by sharing their experiences 

with others. The fact that one third of the current sample reported having feelings of 

alienation from others at some point of their life and less than 10 % of the current sample 

reported these feelings at the time of assessment may speak for the beneficial effects of social 

support. However, due to the sample selection bias definite conclusions cannot be made. The 

relationship between development and maintenance of PTSD symptoms and the different 

aspects of posttraumatic environment facilitating recovery is likely to be complex. 

Longitudinal studies or studies that manipulate the level of social support after trauma could 

be useful in determining its value among other risk and protective factors. 

 The study of Maercker and Müller (2004) on former political prisoners and crime 

victims showed that social recognition towards the victim or survivor was negatively related 

to PTSD symptoms; however, these findings could not be confirmed in the current study. 

Although there was a trend among those former political prisoners from Estonia more 

satisfied with social acknowledgement reporting less PTSD symptoms, small sample size and 

high overall satisfaction level may have contributed to the insignificant correlation. One limit 

of the current study was that it did not assess recognition and disapproval separately, as had 

been done by other researchers (Maercker & Müller, 2004; Müller et al., 2008), who found 

that general disapproval as well as disapproval by family members might predict PTSD 

symptoms more strongly than recognition. The assessment of social acknowledgement in the 

current study was limited to acknowledgement by Estonian Republic during last 18 years. The 

effects of the lack of social acknowledgement during the Soviet period cannot be separated 

from the later acknowledgement retrospectively. The importance of social recognition was 

emphasized by some participants especially valuing the recognition by Estonia’s former 

President Lennart Meri, who personally distributed the badge of broken cornflower to 

unlawfully repressed persons. 

 The role of helping others during and in the aftermath of trauma has received little 

attention in PTSD research (Kahana et al., 1985). However, one participant of this sample 

stated that his voluntary services in the hospital and his services offered to other Gulag 

prisoners made him psychologically stronger during imprisonment. This is consistent with 

observations Frankl made (1946), who described that surviving concentration camps 
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depended on whether or not the prisoners had “something” or a “somebody” to live for.  It 

may not be pure coincidence that the majority of participants who reported to be still working 

were engaged in helping professions (e.g. medical professionals) or worked for the sake of 

preserving the memories in order to pass them on to the next generation (e.g. archive 

researchers, teachers of history). It may also account for the fact that the search for meaning - 

emphasized as  man’s primary concern by Frankl (1946, 1978) -  can grow stronger in old 

age, in which the retrospective evaluation of one's life becomes more relevant (e.g. Maercker, 

1999).  

 

4.8 Mental defeat 

 

A comprehensive assessment of all possible risk factors and protective factors of 

PTSD was unfortunately beyond the scope of this work. Ehlers, Maercker and Boss (2000) 

have emphasized the significance of mental defeat in traumatic events, referring to lost sense 

of self-awareness and self-recognition as a human being with a will of his or her own. 

According to them, mental defeat was more important to PTSD development than loss of 

control of the situation, and they predicted that onset of PTSD symptoms would occur if the 

level of experienced life threats became intolerable to bear (Ehlers et al., 2000). The reports 

by former political prisoners in Estonia seemed to emphasize the crucial aspect of resisting 

mental defeat in order to survive the Gulag camps. Regrettably, the concept of mental defeat 

was not systematically investigated in this study, but judging from numerous spontaneous 

comments the participants made the relationship between mental defeat and long-term 

psychological consequences of trauma would be worthy of further research. For example, one 

participant who had been diagnosed with severe dystrophia told how he had woken up one 

day after a two-week coma, angry and determined to “not leave his bones behind in the Gulag 

camp“. Other participants also emphasized the importance to prevent death in the Gulag 

camps by all means, commenting on their hopes to be buried on Estonian ground as the 

thriving force for survival. 

Especially those prisoners who had been active in the resistance movement prior to 

imprisonment reported how they continued their fight in prison and punishment cells. They 

recalled how hunger strikes, sham suicide attempts and pranks played on the guards helped 

them to cope with the degrading prison conditions. Deeming themselves “morally superior” to 
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the guards or investigators and “considering the male guards not to be real men” were what 

convicted female prisoners would resort to in humiliating situations. Many participants 

reported to having had thoughts of escape at some point of their imprisonment. Since 

escaping from Gulag camps was regarded upon as an almost impossible task by historians 

(Applebaum, 2003), only one participant reported about his attempts to escape. However, 

thoughts about it often indicated the prisoner’s determination to not give in to mental defeat. 

One participant commented followingly on his strategy to survive Gulag camp: „during the 

first five years I hoped to escape, the last five years I spent counting the days until my 

release“.  

 

4.9 Satisfaction with reparation 

  

Participants reported high satisfaction levels with reparation services (M = 3.94, SD = 

.58), especially in regard to social support provided by organisations for former political 

prisoners. Satisfaction ratings were lowest for psychological help and juridical help (which 

should be assessed carefully given the fact that only one participant had seen a psychologist 

and only four participants had received juridical help). The study participants commented on 

these services voicing both critique and suggestions for improvement. Lack of support by 

higher-ranked politicians regarding their contributions and involvement in activities organized 

by former political prisoners were most frequently criticized , followed by disappointed 

subgroups of former political prisoners (e.g. freedom fighters, members of student resistance 

movement) who expressed their dissatisfaction with lack of social recognition and 

acknowledgement towards their legacy to Estonian history. Several participants voiced their 

criticism about public reluctance to publish articles by former political prisoners in 

periodicals. Most participants wished for a more active participation of politicians supporting 

the activities of organisations such as the Memento Liit and Union of Estonian Former 

Political Prisoners and filing petitions to demand compensations by the Russian Federation, 

particularly in regard to the health problems caused by forced labour work in Gulag camps. 

Several study participants commented on the unacceptable stance of the Russian Federation to 

not assume responsibility for the illegitimate occupation policy by its predecessor, the Soviet 

Union. Up to now, Soviet political executives have not been convicted for their crimes against 

humanity by a court.  
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 Comments like these illustrate the importance for former political prisoners to receive 

social recognition for their deeds, and the distress many victims of political repression 

experience towards political indifference and injustice. Anepaio (2003) concludes from her 

interviews conducted with unlawfully repressed persons that public interest and social 

acknowledgement highly depend on socio-economical processes in society. Increasing 

dissatisfaction with social acknowledgement is thus considered a psychological reaction to the 

fast political and economical changes at the beginning of the 21st century which led society to 

become more preoccupied with future developments thereby ignoring burdens of the past 

(Anepaio, 2003). Many participants have assigned themselves the role as “preservers of 

memory” in the Estonian society, commemorating the political repressions by the Soviet 

Union and relentlessly fighting against oblivion of the painful past. Thus, they either publicly  

support or oppose political decisions through media channels.                                                                           

Although average satisfaction with financial support was high, several participants had 

commented about their modest needs regarding financial support having been conditioned to 

survive on little during their repression. However, some participants criticized decreasing 

support by the government or by local organisations of former political prisoners to 

financially support the prisoners’ agenda and activities. One participant recalled indignantly 

how she was treated rudely by a social worker who did not want to attend to her, saying that 

unlawfully repressed persons had been granted too many privileges already. Many 

participants severely criticised the current compensation policy by the Estonian government, 

hoping for a change of law that would reduce bureaucratic measures and make compensation 

services more accessible to eligible persons. 

 Since no special medical rehabilitation services besides the MRT centre are provided 

for unlawfully repressed persons in Estonia, most participants expressed their concern or 

dissatisfaction with general problems of the Estonian health care system. A proposition was 

made to create nursing homes or communities for those elderly former political prisoners 

without family support. This proposition has been discussed thoroughly in the past but no 

solution has been found thus far (Purje, 2006b). Some participants emphasized the need to 

provide specific medical and psychological services to former political prisoners, including 

the experiences and needs of the target group. 

 More than 80 % of the participants reported to be well or very well informed about the 

rehabilitation services. It would be very tempting to conclude from this data that the Estonian 
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Ministry of Social Affairs has succeeded in sufficiently informing its target audience about 

rehabilitation services. However, it seems likely that the participants of this sample knew 

about the services because they had been informed by organizations they were members of, 

organizations which also coordinated some rehabilitation services (e.g. referral to a 

sanatorium). The negative relationship between awareness of and satisfaction with different 

service programs could also result from greater demands some well-informed individuals held 

to these programs. Several very well-informed participants were or had been politically active 

and had also contributed personally to the development of laws which concerned treatment of 

and compensation for unlawfully repressed persons. Those individuals might have been more 

sensitive to discrepancies between original goals and laws and their realization. 

  

4.10 Posttraumatic growth 

 

The average total score of PTGI in this sample was 57.4 (SD = 21.0), which is higher 

than in survivors of Dresden bombing (Maercker & Herrle, 2003) and in child Holocaust 

survivors (Lev-Wiesel & Amir, 2006), but lower than in student sample (Tedeschi & 

Calhoun, 1996). This supports the assumption that at least for some individuals an encounter 

with highly traumatic events can lead to positive changes. However, Calhoun and Tedeschi 

(2006) warn about comparing average scores of different populations and also scores of 

different individuals, due to the high variability of individual growth experiences.  

 Internal consistence of Estonian PTGI was high and most of the correlations between 

subscales high or moderate. The factor structure of the Estonian PTGI deviates significantly 

from the original factor structure of the PTGI in that the five subscales can still be recognized, 

but various items have loaded on other subscales than in the original PTGI. Various factors 

may have contributed to the deviations of the factor structure of Estonian PTGI from that of 

the original PTGI. Problems due to translation could have caused those deviations. However, 

the questionnaire was administered in an interview-form and all difficulties with 

understanding the questions could be resolved immediately. 

 The direct feedback from participants, which was possible due to the interview-form, 

provides another possible explanation. Most of the participants complained that the changes 

which have occurred in their life cannot be attributed exclusively to the detention experience. 

They noted that those changes could as well be attributed to the accumulation of their life 
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experiences and to reaching an old age. Confusion was expressed about assessing the changes 

in personality and social relations before and after imprisonment. Participants who were 

adolescent at the time of arrest referred to the inevitability of those changes as a part of 

developmental processes.  

This confusion about answering may also explain the lack of relationships of the PTGI 

score with traumatic exposure and disclosure. However, the lack of relationship between 

PTGI score and PTSD symptoms is consistent with some previous research (Maercker, 1998; 

Maercker & Herrle, 2003), but the previous research in general has shown inconsistent results 

regarding the relationship between posttraumatic growth and PTSD.  Regrettably, these 

results suggest that PTGI may not be the most appropriate tool for measuring positive changes 

related to trauma retrospectively in populations which have experienced traumatic events 

earlier in life. 

 

4.11 Clinical implications 

  

The deviating numbers between actual PTSD symptoms and having reported those 

PTSD symptoms to mental health specialists could be explained by the kind of help the 

participants reportedly received. According to these reports, only one former political prisoner 

had received counselling or psychotherapeutic treatment whereas other study participants 

reported to have received less profound help: some had been prescribed sleeping pills, others 

had been listened to or had received advice by a mental health professional. Obviously, this 

raises the question to what extent the mental health professionals were aware of PTSD and its 

psychotherapeutic treatment options. Likewise, it would be interesting to know how aware 

political prisoners had been of the mental health services, or their level of reluctance to 

specifically resort to them. However, the relatively low level of PTSD symptoms of this 

sample must be taken into account as well.  

 Interestingly, none of the four individuals diagnosed with current and/or lifetime 

PTSD had been treated for PTSD. Two PTSD patients received antidepressive medication 

given their depressive comorbidity. One patient had been treated for alcohol addiction. 

Although these numbers are too small for generalization purposes, they show that mental 

health specialists not always detect PTSD in former political prisoners from Estonia. Due to 

the lack of studies in this field, it is not possible to evaluate the training of nonpsychiatric 
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physicians in regard to its adequacy and sufficiency or lack thereof, or for that matter of other 

caregivers who work with older patients who suffer from disorders related to traumatic stress. 

 Chronic PTSD in aged former political prisoners can be difficult to diagnose due to 

various reasons. Older adults who have experienced extreme situations in life may have a 

higher threshold for suffering or consider extreme suffering a normal component of life. 

Therefore, these individuals might be less inclined to report or mention distressing symptoms 

they are suffering from (Hankin, 2003). This reaction was evident when some participants 

responded negatively to questions about functional impairment or psychological strain as a 

result of PTSD symptoms. It is also possible that older individuals misinterpret their 

psychological distress as somatic complaints or preferably describe them from a somatic 

perspective (Cook & Niederehe, 2007). They may have difficulties to describe their perceived 

indisposition in psychological terms or draw parallels between current symptoms and 

previous traumatic events. Several participants expressed reluctance to resort to psychiatric 

services. The reluctance was partly due to negative experiences of the past (e.g. psychiatric 

services were used as been part of Soviet repression), partly due to fear of stigmatization. The 

discussion with individuals who fully met the criteria for PTSD suggests lack of familiarity 

with psychotherapy in this age group or cohort.  Participants often reacted either suspiciously 

to such suggestions or showed little motivation to consult such services in the near future.

 Screening techniques for traumatic experiences and PTSD could be valuable tools for 

general practitioners in order to assess the patient’s physical and mental health status more 

accurately and take appropriate measures regarding the patients’ needs and further treatment. 

Depending on the severity of symptoms, a patient could be referred to a social service 

program or to psychological/psychiatric treatment if necessary. Health care professionals 

working with older patients with a significant traumatic past should consider also reduced 

social interactions, cognitive and sensory impairments, and coping mechanisms pertaining to 

retirement of those patients. Furthermore, they should anticipate aggravation of symptoms 

following major health changes and adequately inform patients about possible risks prior to 

taking medial actions. 

Although the results of the current study showed low rates for PTSD symptoms, 

generalized conclusions cannot be drawn from them. In fact, a significant number of 

politically repressed persons do not belong to any organisation of former political prisoners. 

PTSD may be more prevalent among these individuals, since they do not profit from social 
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support services as much as their “organized” counterparts (i.e. those belonging to an 

organization or club) and thus might be more desperate for psychological help. 

 

4.12 Limitations and outlook 

  

The present study has a number of limitations. As already mentioned, the initial 

selection criteria was biased in this study, including only participants (except for two 

individuals), who belonged to organisations for former political prisoners. Regrettably, 

random sampling was not possible. Recruitment through organisations was the only 

possibility to contact so many participants. A certain degree of suspiciousness towards 

research concerning persecutions was present in many participants, even when the agreement 

was obtained from the organisation and complete background information was provided about 

the study. However, after the first personal contact, the initial suspiciousness usually 

disappeared.  

 Due to the nonrandomness of the sample, generalisations cannot be made about the 

whole population of former political prisoners in Estonia. The small sample size already 

limits statistical conclusions, especially related to results of regression analysis and factor 

analysis. However, most of the relationships between possible risk factors and PTSD 

symptoms confirm the findings form other studies on political prisoners. A thorough 

assessment of psychosocial risk factors of PTSD should include all possible factors, take into 

account their relationships with each other, and identify mediators and moderators. One 

theoretical framework has been proposed by Maercker (2003), but it is obvious, that 

depending on the type of trauma and characteristics of the individuals, the elements of the 

framework and their interrelations may be different. Psychological preparedness seems to be 

an important predictor of psychological adjustment of former political prisoners, but it 

remains for future research to determine how it relates to possible underlying factors, for 

example personality traits (neuroticism or extraversion). For example some participants in this 

study stated that it was optimism that helped them to survive in Gulag. Longitudinal studies 

are not easy to conduct but could add valuable information about the direction of causality 

between PTSD and factors related to it. Prevention and treatment of PTSD could especially 

profit from identifying causal risk factors. Alternative to longitudinal studies would be studies 

which include matched control group. For example those former political prisoners in Estonia, 
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who belong to at least one organisation, which is for them a source of social support, could be 

compared with those former political prisoners, who do not belong to any organisation. 

 Longitudinal studies could also reduce the possible bias due to retrospective reports. 

The old age of participants and the long time passed since detention may have biased the 

reports about the distress of maltreatments and about remitted PTSD symptoms. As already 

mentioned, it is possible that lifetime PTSD symptoms were underreported in this sample. 

Retrospective reports cannot rule out the possibility that for example the reports about 

persecution after release (e.g. being secretly surveyed) are a consequence of PTSD rather than 

a risk factor. 

Because the low rates of PTSD and depression and PTSD in this sample cannot be 

generalized to other political prisoners or other survivors of political repressions, further 

research should determine the need for therapeutical treatment in those individuals. For 

example, this could include the assessment of psychological adjustment of individuals whose 

parents were deported to Siberia in 1940s and who were born in those harsh conditions or 

were deported as small children with their parents. Future research could also assess other 

psychological problems which can cause significant distress and impairment in social and 

occupational functioning, such as for example substance abuse or somatisation problems. 

Several participants admitted to past alcohol problems during the interview. Due to time 

limits, this could not be systematically assessed in this study. Systematic research is also 

needed to understand how impunity of perpetrators and reparations interfere with 

psychological functioning of survivors of political violence and torture. 

 

5 Conclusions 
 

The nearly 50 years of Soviet occupation in Estonia left behind uncountable losses for 

the Estonian population. This is the first step in empirical analysis of long-term psychological 

consequences of political repressions during Soviet occupations in Estonia. Torture, 

maltreatment and threat to individual’s life were common repression methods during political 

imprisonment and are related to psychological well-being of the former prisoners after 

release. Persecution for those individuals continued after release and is related to PTSD 

symptoms which can persist up to 50 years after initial traumatic events. 

Especially resilient former political prisoners participated in this study, who despite 
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their high traumatic exposure reported relatively few PTSD symptoms. The results should not 

be used for minimizing the effects of political repressions and torture. Those individuals, who 

were persecuted without previous political activity, may suffer form higher rates of PTSD and 

comorbid disorders and may need special attention of health care specialists.   

Future research should aim at clarifying the relationships between different risk factors 

and identify the causal risk factors among them. Social support and disclosure are promising 

variables that can contribute to resistance to and recovery from PTSD. 
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Appendix 

Historical background of occupation and resistance movement in Estonia 
 

To get a better understanding of the conditions former Estonian political prisoners had 

to endure, it is crucial to know the historical background of the occupation period and the 

resistance movement. During this time, the Soviet Union kept changing its occupation policy 

in order to ensure its totalitarian and colonist aspirations and to suppress the resistance 

movement by means of terror, lies and espionage. The subsequent overview is based on 

historical research by Laar (2006), Sarv & Varju (2005), and quantitative research by Rahi-

Tamm (2005) who extensively analyzed the number of arrests, deportations and deaths during 

the first Soviet occupation. 

 The period of Estonian independence (1918-1939) ended with an agreement between 

Nazi Germany and communist Russia. On August 23, 1939 both countries signed the 

Molotov-Ribbentrop pact which divided Europe into spheres of influence. The Soviet Union 

continued to threaten the Estonian population by displaying its military power, issuing an 

ultimatum in 1940 which requested 100,000 Red army men to enter Estonia (in comparison 

the Estonian Population amounted to 1,000,000) and foresaw the formation of a pro-Soviet 

government (Sarv & Varju, 2005; Rahi-Tamm, 2005). Considering the circumstances, the 

Estonian government regarded any attempt to military opposition futile and thus accepted the 

conditions reluctantly. Succeedingly, a puppet government appointed from Moscow held 

sham elections, proclaimed Estonia a Soviet socialistic Republic and applied for membership 

into the association of the Soviet Union (Laar, 2006). See Sarv (1997) for a more thorough 

analysis in regard to the legal aspects of the occupation. Prior to Estonia’s official annexation, 

Soviet security organs had already started to operate, resulting in the arrest of 8000 people. 

Charged with political treason, they were sent to Russian prison camps. Less than 10% of the 

deported survived. On March 14, 1941 a mass deportation began, leading the so-called 

“socially foreign elements” (i.e. thousands of families with infants, elderly and pregnant 

women) to camps in Siberia. In the summer of 1941, 35,000 Estonian men were drafted into 

the Red Army. Altogether, the Estonian population declined by approximately 10% during the 

first Soviet occupation (Rahi-Tamm, 2005). 

The beginning of the Second World War and Germany’s succeeding occupation of 

Estonia (1941-1944) was at first welcomed by the Estonian people hoping it would end Soviet 
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dominance and reestablish Estonian independence (Laar, 2005). However, arrests and 

executions did not cease under German occupation, forcing the democratic movement 

represented by the Estonian National Committee to remain underground. Originally founded 

during the first Soviet occupation, the ENC consisted of representatives from all Estonian 

democratic parties. When Nazi Germany started to recruit men into the SS, many Estonians 

fled to Finland and fought against the Red Army alongside the Finns. However, the 

approaching Red Army spurred an urgent mobilization of new recruits by the German military 

forces and many Estonians heeded the call hoping to protect their land from the second Soviet 

occupation (Laar, 2006).                               

  In March, bombardments of Narva, Tallinn and Tartu inflicted hundreds of casualties 

and thousands of people lost their homes (Sarv & Varju, 2005). September 1944 saw 

Germans withdrawing, leaving to Estonians to defend their home country. Defeat, however, 

was inevitable given the relative strength of military power on both sides. Hence, after a few 

days, Estonia was under Soviet rule again (Laar, 2006). Moscow appointed communist 

officials of higher rank to govern Estonia and a new wave of repression started. Between 1944 

and 1945, 10,000 Estonian men were arrested and sent to labor or prison camps. Half of them 

died in the overcrowded camps during the first year due to post-war famine. Between 1939-

1945, Estonia’s population declined by approximately 25% as a result of war casualties, 

arrests, deportations, and people escaping to western countries (Rahi-Tamm, 2005). On March 

25, 1949, 3% of the Estonian peasant population was deported to Siberia. Those fortunate 

enough to escape the arrests and deportation fled into the forests and formed the “forest 

brothers“, a partisan group which organized the armed resistance movement against the Soviet 

regime. Many others joined the political resistance movement, such as the secret student 

organizations which distributed anti-Soviet leaflets, and hoisted the Estonian flag on national 

holiday (Josia, 2004). The Soviet forces responded rigorously to the political resistance and 

continued to raid, arrest and deport people (Laar, 2006). 

The death of Stalin in 1953 marked a shift in Soviet policy towards liberalisation and 

openness, commonly referred to as “thaw period“. Between 1954 and1960, the repression of 

the masses was partially reversed, and the majority of Soviet political prisoners were released 

from GULAG labour camps. Some prisoners, however, were not allowed to return to their 

native countries until the late 1960s (Laar, 2006). Parallel to the liberalization process that 

influenced Soviet policy during Khrushchev’s reign, the political resistance movement 
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channelled its protest towards cultural issues. Although the Soviet regime did not seem to 

oppose the cultural opposition, 350 Estonians were nevertheless arrested for political reasons 

between 1954 and 1989. In 1968, political opposition started to gain leverage again due to the 

violent termination of the “Prague Spring” by the Soviet Military, and the Conference for 

Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE) 1975 in Helsinki triggered the formation of new 

underground dissident organizations. In order to draw international attention to the Baltic 

Situation, the underground groups tried to spread news through samizdat (clandestine self-

published and –copied literature). Seeking support from Western human rights organizations, 

they appealed to the United Nations Organization as well. The Soviet authorities responded 

with a new wave of arrests of dissidents and a new and more systematic campaign of 

russification aspiring to create a Russian-speaking “Soviet Nation”. 

Despite ongoing repressions, the resistance movement managed to maintain contacts 

to Estonians in exile (western countries, respectively). Thus, the West not only knew about 

the ongoing violation of human rights in the Soviet Union, but also about the existence and 

living conditions of Gulag labor camps due to letters Gulag prisoners sent. The 1980s were 

highly influenced by economic changes and improving international relations leading to the 

gradual collapse of the Soviet system. Concurrent to these changes, a massive public 

resistance movement was gaining momentum in Estonia, culminating in the declaration of 

independence on August 20, 1991.  

Preceding this date, two landmark events famously coined the “singing Revolution” 

and the “Baltic Chain” paved the way to independence (Laar, 2006). The “singing 

Revolution” connotes a series of events between 1987 and 1990 and was characterized by 

mass-singing demonstrations at the Tallinn Song Festival Grounds. On August 20, 1989 at the 

peak of the Baltic revolution, around 2 million participants from all Baltic states 

commemorated the 50 year anniversary of the Molotov-Ribbentrop pact and fifty years of 

suppression. The demonstrators joined their hands to form a human chain spanning between 

the nations capitals (i.e. Tallinn, Riga and Vilnius) in an event coined the “Baltic Chain“. 

Finally, on August 20, 1991 during the 1991 Soviet August Coup, the Supreme Council and 

the newly formed Congress of Estonia passed a petition to restore the state of independence 

ending a 50-year long occupation period in Estonia (Laar, 2006).       
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